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CHAPTER I

THE BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

Introduction

Trends of Short Fiction in America 

The purpose of this study is to establish trends 

of short fiction in America, as represented in Harper* s 

New Monthly M a g a z i n e * between 1880 and 1890„ These trends 

reflect the development of the short story in America as a 

popular and enduring twentieth century art form.

During the nineteenth century the modern short 

story constantly developed in popularity, in restraint and 

a rtistry„ We like to think that the short, impressionistic 

prose tale received special impetus in America, although we 

do not rule out its popularity and development in Western 

Europe: Russia, F r a n c e , and England, in particular.

*In this study Harper's New Monthly Magazine is 
variously referred to as H arper*s, Harper* s M o n t h l y , or 
the M a g a z i n e . The original name was Harper's New Monthly 
M a g a z i n e . In 1900 it became Harper's Monthly Mag a z i n e . 
Presently it is H a r p e r *s M a g a z i n e .

Any obvious reference to the Magazine will be in
dicated in a footnote by v o l u m e , date, and page number only.

See Appendix B for list of Harper's Magazines used 
in this study.

1
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Beginning about the middle of the nineteenth century, short 

fiction began to show identifiable tendencies, both in 

public demand and development. By the end of the century 

the modern short story was well developed in form and 

t h e m e . 2 Short fiction in H a r p e r 8 s during the eighteen- 

eighties represents a composite of this modern art form. 

Before reviewing specific trends of short fiction prior to 

the eighteen-eighties, let us examine briefly the under

lying impact of modern technology and science.

Influence of Technology 
and the New Science

Technology produced a means by which creative 

writers could market their production to an extent not 

previously possible. The rotary and web printing presses, 

developed between 1845 and 1881, stimulated newspaper and 

magazine publication.^ Rapid and efficient printing

2pred Lewis Pattee, "The Short Story," The 
Cambridge History of American Literature, eds. WiTliam 
Peterfield Trent, John E r s k i n e , Stuart P. S h e r m a n , and Carl 
Van Doren, 3 vols. (New Y o r k : The Macmillan Com p a n y , 1960), 
II, 391.

Pattee says the year 1898 marks the beginning of 
the period when colleges and correspondence schools offered 
courses on the art of short fiction and when entire m a g a 
zines were devoted to short stories.

The above publication is hereafter referred to 
as C a mbridge.

Encyclopedia of American Hi s t o r y , ed„
Morris (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953),
and 676.

Richard March Hoe perfected the rotary

Richard B. 
536, 537,

press be-
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speeded up the process of placing reading material in the 

hands of the public. A vast network of railroads hastened 

delivery to an American reading public that was eager to 

absorb this production. Thus the commercial success of 

magazine production was both a cause and effect of im

proved creative writing. In fact, the interacting rela

tionship between science, technology, and creative writing 

cannot be underestimated.

Beginning about the midpoint of the nineteenth 

century, there was a demand for more order and an approach 

to reality not hitherto prevailing in the field of letters. 

The physical sciences had become disciplined studies based 

on accurate observation and analysis.4 As suggested by

tween 1845 and 1846. It was capable of producing 8,000 
papers an hour. The web press, designed by Hoe and 
Stephen D. Tucker in 1871, printed on both sides of the 
paper from a continuous roll at the rate of 18,000 papers 
an hour. The technological advances in newspaper publi
cation were accompanied by like advances in magazine 
printing.

This publication is hereafter referred to as 
Encyclopedia, American Hi s t o r y .

^The following dates of scientific developments 
give some idea of how scientific thought was spreading:

In Europe:
1834: Sir Charles Lyell published Principles of

Ge o l o g y , permanently overthrowing the idea of catastrophism 
in geological thought.

1838: Schwann announced the cell theory of life.
1848: Marx and Engels published The Communist 

M a n i f e s t o .
1859: Darwin published On the Origin of Species.
1871: Mendeleef formulated the Periodic Table in
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descriptive science, a natural order of the universe de

manded its counterpart in a body of literature. These 

public demands can be traced in the development of the
short s t o r y . 5

Trends of the Short Story 
Between the Eighteen-forties 
and the Eighteen-eighties "

The eighteen-forties and fifties were dominated by 

sensational and loosely written r o mances, Rose Terry 

Cooke's early stories published by Grahams were unlocalized 

and romantic. In the fifties the demand for short fiction

Chemistry.
1881: Pasteur announced the germ theory of life.
Michelson showed that the velocity of light is an 

absolute constant independent of the motion of the 
observer.

F r o m : Norman R o y a l 1„ Physical Science Notebook 
(University of Kansas City, 1957).

In A m e r i c a :
1840: Harvard erected an astronomical observatory.
1846: The Smithsonian Institution was f o u n d e d .

The American Association for the Advancement 
of Science was organized.

1866: Yale established the first chair of paleon
tology in the United States.

1876: Johns Hopkins established the first graduate 
research in chemistry in the United States.

From: Encyclopedia, American Hi s t o r y , 531-534„
b
Poe and Hawthorne stand above and beyond the 

trends of short fiction as developed through the literary
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showed a preference for American themes and American authors. 

While magazines like H a r p e r 's were serializing novels of 

British writers, Putnam's Magazine announced in the first 

issue that American writers and American themes were to pre- 

dominateo ̂

Fred Lewis Pattee says, "The fifties and sixties 

stand for the dawning of definiteness, of localized reality, 

of a feeling left on the reader of actuality and truth to 

human life,'"? By this time Rose Terry Cooke could introduce 

"Miss Lucinda," published in the Atlantic in Aug u s t , 1861, by 

saying: "'I offer you no tragedy in high life, no senti- .

mental history of fashion and wealth, but only a little story 

about a woman who could not be a heroine,'"® Slowly but 

surely the ideal hero and heroine were giving way to real men 

and women.

Representative of the eighteen-seventies is George 

Washington Cable who wrote of the old Spanish and French 

cultures in New Orleans, His epigrammatic style is in the

magazines. They remain giants among the writers of short 
fiction,

^Pattee, Cambridge, II, 372,

?Pattee, Cambridge, II, 372,

®Pattee, Cambridge, II, 373,



flavor of an exotic Creole atmosphere„ His characters 

may not be real and actual, but they are alive and their 

actions satisfy the reader. Even as Bret Harte had done 

in the sixties in "The Luck of Roaring Camp," the writers 

in the seventies were beginning to portray local peculiar

ities from all parts of the land. Local color stories in 

the framework of an idealized atmosphere were character

istic of the d d c a d e ,®

Landmark of Achievement

According to Mr, Pattee, the eighteen-eighties 

marks a period when the short story in America had fully 

come into its own. Previously it had been regarded as 

trivial, compared with the stately n o v e l , As a matter of 

record, almost all the major writers of the time eventually 

turned to the novel as a more lasting and higher form of 

fiction. However, in the middle eighties more and more 

collections of short fiction began to dominate the market.

In 1885 Henry James gathered his output of a decade 

into Stories R e v i e w e d , Joel Chandler Harris had published 

Uncle R e m u s : His Songs and Sayings in 18 80 and Nights with 

Uncle Remus in 1883, By 1891 an imposing list of collec

tions appeared in book form: Elsket and Other Stories,

9 Pa t t e e , C a m bridge, 383,



Thomas Nelson P a g e ; Balaam arid His M a s t e r , Joel Chandler 

Harris ; Main-Travelled Roads s Hamlin Garland; Gallegher and 

Other S tories, Richard Harding Davis; Huckleberries 

Gathered from New England H i l l s , Rose Terry Cooke; The 

Prophet of the Great Smoky M o u n t a i n s , Mary Noailles M u r f r e e ; 

With My Friends 3 Brander Matthews; and a half dozen others„

In a series published by the Atlantic in 1884, it suddenly

came to light, with the publication of In the Tennessee 

Mountains, that the author who had so strongly appealed to 

the national imagination through studies of the Tennesee 

mountains region was not one Charles Egbert C r addock, but 

a frail spinster from Murfreesboro, Tennessee, by the name 

of Mary Noailles M u r f r e e , S u c h  an impressive list of 

collections of short stories in the decade of the eighties 

identifies the period as important for a study of the

development of the short story.

Additional impetus was given to the short story 

in 1884 when Brander Matthews, an important author and 

critic of his day, gave it the first aesthetic formulation 

since P o e .* * Matthews noted that neither Howells nor 

James nor any of the other critics gave recognition to

lOpattee, Cambridge, 3 87-3 8 8 . 

U p a t t e e ,  Cambridge, 3 8 8 .



the short story as a minor art form. Unity of impression, 

vigorous compression, action, and brilliancy are the 

essentials of a short story, he said. These essentials 

often require more ingenuity and originality than are de

manded of the novel. In the novel the author has time 

and room to move about. This is neither permissible nor 

possible in a short s t o r y . 1 2

If the decade of the eighteen-eighties represents 

a landmark of achievement for short fiction, was there 

anything about American society at this time which may 

have acted as a stimulus to the short story?

l^Brander Matthews, "The Philosophy of the Short 
Story," Pen and I n k , 3d. ed. (New York: Charles Scribner’s 
Sons, 1902) , 75-106.
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American Society: 1880-1890

Culmination of the Gilded Age

This period was the culmination in American society 

of what Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner called the 

"Gilded Age," that Lewis Mumford referred to as the "Brown 

D ecades," and other intellectuals of the twentieth century 

have variously and adversely called the age of the "Robber 

Barons," the "Great Barbecue," the "Tragic Era," and "Chaosa" 

The term "Genteel Tradition" was also applied to this period 

in American life. It suggests acquiring culture (in the 

sense of refinement and knowledge). At a time when higher 

education was relatively limited, books and periodicals were 

the principal avenue that led to culture. They were read 

and discussed as a part of family life by a citizenry eager 

for culture.

The "Genteel Tradition" also suggests that "truth" 

in writing is identifiable by conformity to respectability, 

as defined by the upper classes. This approach to liter

ature was eagerly accepted by a self-satisfied rising 

middle class, risen on the crest of entrenched indus- 

trialism--a considerable body of citizens who were
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virtually unable to fathom the ruptures in society 

brought about by a combination of increased technology 

and the laissez faire philosophy of the entrepreneur 

grown into an industrial colossus.

Strains on an Industrialized Society

Industrialism had produced both wealth and 

poverty. Social consciousness was just beginning to 

become a way of thinking. There were those who would 

defend the status quo and those who would correct it.

Darwinism Extended

Charles D a r w i n ’s On the Origin of the Species had 

appeared in 1859, but did not take hold in the United 

States until after the Civil War. By the eighteen- 

eighties Darwinian science had been extended to all manner 

of social, economic, political, and religious thinking.

Social Darwinism attached itself to the Darwinian 

tree. Upward mobility was achieved by a vague applica

tion of natural selection or the survival of the fittest. 

Opposition to organized labor and paternalistic social 

organizations was based on the assumption that Adam 

Smith’s laissez faire theory was the natural order of 

business. William Graham Sumner feared the growing 

national state in What Social Classes Owe Each Other
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(1883)« John Dewey in School arid Society (1889) took a 

pragmatic approach to education. Further, Darwinism 

suggested a restatement of orthodox religion. Moral 

judgments and ideas should be thought of as hypotheses 

for experimentation rather than absolute dogmas.

Socialism

Opposition to capitalism was implemented by 

Karl Marx and Frederick E n g e l ’s Communist M a n i f e s t o .

First published in a French translation in 1848, it was 

translated into English in 1850. But it was not published 

in America until 1872.13 Akin to Marxian Socialism was 

Henry G e o r g e ’s Progress and Poverty (1879). George 

favored a single property (land) tax on the grounds that 

the value of land is created by the community and that 

there should be no widespread destitution in the face of 

abundance. Edward Bellamy’s Looking Backward: 2000-1887 

(188 8 ) argued that economic equality is as important as 

political equality.

Significant Events

Further, several specific events occurred in 1890 

that were veritable signposts of the state of the nation.

1^Manifesto of the Communist P a r t y , Preface 
(Chicago: H. Regnery Company, 1947), 3 and 5.



The Census Bureau announced that the Western Frontier 

had come to a close. Free land no longer represented a 

hope for a better life for the economically oppressed. 

Alliances between agrarian organizations of the West and 

South with national labor organizations, with the common 

objective of political action, signalled the emergence 

of the Populist p a r t y , a vociferous representation of 

the common p e o p l e . The Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 

was the first Federal legislation that undertook to 

regulate trusts. Finally, Congress in 1890, after many 

years of dispute and argumentation, enacted an inter

national copyright law to prevent the pirating of works 

of foreign authors into the United States. This gave 

considerable advantage to American authors. Here and 

there steps were being taken to heal some of the ruptures 

of society.

Problems of the South

Finally, in the eighteen-eighties, the breach b e 

tween the North and the South had not yet healed. Slavery 

was gone, but white supremacy remained. The agrarian 

South, not yet recovered from the ravages of war, had 

not participated in the industrialization common to other 

parts of the country.
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Disparity between Ideals and Social Facts

In sumg the temper of American society as a whole 

in the decade of the eighteen-eighties was that of 

organic flux. There were the self-satisfied "haves," 

the dissatisfied and angry "have-nots," and those who 

stood on the sidelines as critics of a society groping 

for a balance between the old and the new. To use 

F a l k ’s apt phrase, "Humanitarianism and collectivism 

challenged the twin gospels of wealth and individualism."*^ 

This gulf between ideals and social facts is reflected 

in the literature of the period.

Literature as a Reflection of the Times

New Themes and Forms

By the eighteen-eighties a new generation of 

authors had reached their maturity. The greats of a 

generation before were either dead or resigned to the

■^Robert P. Falk, "The Literary Criticism of the 
Genteel Decades 1870-1900," The Development of American 
Literary Criticism, ed. Floyd Stovall (Chapel Hill,
North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press,
1955), 135.

This publication is hereafter referred to as 
Falk, "Literary Criticism."
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armchair. Samuel Clemens, Henry James, and William 

Dean Howells were recognized as leading authors.15 

Clemens had represented the entire national scene with 

fluctuating impressions of optimism and pessimism.

James had demonstrated his skill in psychological 

portrayal of characters in contact with their external 

environment. Howells was the foremost proponent of 

realism. He denounced the romanticized fiction of his 

day and advocated a new democratic approach to American 

life in literature. Truth, he believed, was the under

lying principle to all creative writing.^  Others like 

Hamlin Garland and Joseph Kirkland were writing about

1 Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain), A Tramp Abroad 
(1880); The Prince arid the Pauper (1882); Life on the 
Mississippi (1883) ; The House Beautiful (1883) ;
Huck1eberry Finn (1884); A Connecticut Yankee in King 
Arthur's Court (1889).

Henry James, Washington Square, Serialized in 
Harper's, LXI and LXlI (June-November, 1880); The Art of 
Fiction (1884); The Princess Casamassima (1886); The 
Tragic "Muse (1890)1

William Dean Howells, A Modern Instance (1882);
The Rise of Silas Lapham (1885J1 A Hazard of New Fortunes 
(1890); Annie Kilburn, Serialized in Harper's, LxXi'X (June- 
November, 1888); April Ho p e s , Serialized in Harper's,
LXXIV and LXXV (February-November, 1887); Indian Summer, 
Serialized in Harper's, LXXI and LXXII (July, 1885- 
February, 1886X7*”  ~

Ho w e 1 1 S ’ critical realism was defended in the 
"Editor's Study," a continuing column in Harper's New 
Monthly Ma g a z i n e . Howells occupied this position from 
January, 1886 to March, 1892.



the agrarian West in literature of social p r o t e s t . 17 

Local colorists like Sarah Orne J e w e t t g Joel Chandler 

Harris, and Mary E . Wilkins Freeman were faithfully de

picting their locales,^

Champions of the "Genteel Tradition"

Collectively, the above writers and others 

brought into focus a mature realistic style of writing 

which was vigorously opposed by the united front of 

members of the New York literary group: Henry Mills

Alden (editor of Harper*s Magazine for fifty y e a r s ) , 

Richard Henry Stoddard, Bayard Taylor, George Henry

l^Hamlin Garland, Mrs. Ripley's Trip (1887-18 8 8 )

Joseph Kirkland, Zury: The Meanest Man in Spring 
County (1887).

*^Sarah Orne Jewett, The Courting of Sister 
Wisby (1888).

A discussion of Miss Jewett * s short stories in 
Harper's appears in Chapter Two.

Joel Chandler Harris, Uncle Remus: His Songs and 
Sayings (1880); Nights with Uncle Remus (1883).

See Chapter Two for discussion of "Ananias," 
Har p e r ' s , LXXVI (April, 1888), 699-708.

Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, A Humble Romance (1887) 
The Revolt of Mother -(1890).

See Chapter Two for discussion of M r s . Freeman's 
short stories.
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Bokefj, Thomas Bailey Aldrich, and Edmund Clarence 

S t e d m a m , These men were all actively and conscien

tiously engaged in literary endeavors and carried 

tremendous weight during their careers. They were 

self-conscious champions of the "Genteel Tradition" in 

literature. The controversy that arose is well ex

pressed by Robert P. Falk:

The younger generation of the seventies hoped to 
find in realism a philosophy of letters which could 
supersede declining romantic ideals and express the 
rising age of science and empiricism. Older and 
wiser heads, however, feared the specter of scien
tific determinism and clung to the lofty principles 
which had informed the work of the earlier New 
England literary masters. The battle lines gradually 
formed in the periodicals . . . between the p r o 
gressive spirits whose watchwords were "science" and 
"reality" and the traditionalists who deplored the 
trend toward literalism and actuality and sought a 
neo-romantic ideal of ethics and broad universal 
truths in which the artist was free to explore the 
world of imagination and romance.

In the eighties and early nineties the disciples 
of Howells became increasingly militant. Realism, 
through discussion and experiment, took shape as a 
literary movement with certain recognizable aims and 
principles, while the proponents of "romance," still 
very much alive,sniped at them from the strongholds of
traditionalism . 2 0

l^Robert E. Spiller, Willard Thorp, James J. 
Johnson, and Henry Seidel Canby, eds. Literary History of 
the United States, 2 vols. (New York: Macmillan Company, 
1949), II, 17.

ii;This publication is hereafter referred to as 
Spiller, Literary History U.S.

^OpaIk, "Literary Criticism," 117.



Hence the romantic tradition was strongly- 

supported at a time when realism had already taken root 

and naturalism was to emerge as a new literary form in 

American writing. By the turn of the century the 

naturalistic style of writing was taking hold.^l

Evidence of the Controversy in Short Stories

As will be shown in a detailed discussion in 

Chapter Two, the short stories of the eighteen-eighties 

reflect the philosophy of both the traditionalists and 

the progressive realists. The former clung to the 

lofty principles of the p a s t ; the latter sought to re

place the declining romantic ideals by actualities of 

human experience.

By experimentation and discussion many of the 

writers of short stories attempted to synthesize the old 

ideals with contemporary subject matter. Some of them 

like Joel Chandler H a r r i s » Rose Terry Cooke B and Mary 

Noailles Murfree succeeded amazingly well. Taken as a 

w h o l e g these stories reflect an effort to define some

^ S t e p h e n  Crane published in 1893 the first 
naturalistic novel in America: Maggie: A Girl of the 
Streets. From Walter Blair* Theodore Hor n b e r g e r * and 
Randall Stewart* e d s .* The Literature of the United



kind of stability in an industrialized society suffering 

from organic disruption. They range from apogee to 

perigee in shades of romanticisms realism, and even 

naturalism.

The decade of the eighteen-eighties was an age 

in which American society suffered from violent u p 

heavals associated with industrialism and the new 

science. Industrialism had created Vanderbilt mansions 

and city slums. Opposing classes extracted philosophies 

implicit in the new science to justify their positions. 

Expression of these disruptions in literature took the 

form of clinging to the ideal past on the one hand, and 

representing life as it is, on the other. The rising 

middle class identified itself with the ideal past, as 

defined by the "Genteel Tradition." However, more and 

more the defenders of realism captured a national 

audience to make social consciousness a way of thinking.

States, 2 vols. (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 
1953), II, 605.

This publication is hereafter referred to as 
Blair, Literature U. S .

Frank Norris published McTeague after the French 
Naturalistic School of Zola in 1899. The Octopus and 
The Pit followed in 1901 and 1903 respectively. From 
Blair, Literature U. S., II, 616.

Theodore D r e i s e r ’s Sister Carrie was printed in 
1900, but not put on the market in America until 1906. 
From Alair, Literature U. S., II, 645.



Diverse forms and themes of the short stories of the 

period indicate that the authors were not only aware of* 

but influenced by the chaotic temper of the society in 

which they lived.

If then, the short stories reflect the times, 

and the eighteen-eighties mark a period of achievement 

for writers of short fiction, why is Harper's New 

Monthly Magazine good source material for a study of 

the development of the American short story?
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Harper's New Monthly M a g a z i n e : 1880-1890 
As Source Material for a Study 

of Short Fiction

Prominence as a Literary Periodical

Wide Circulation

In a national population upwards of fifty 

millions* Harper's New Monthly M a g a z i n e * during the early 

eighteen-eighties* reached thousands upon thousands of 

library tables in the homes of rising middle class 

A m e ricans„ Charles D „ De s h l e r * editor of the M a g a z i n e 's 

"Literary Record” from 1878 to 18 86*^^ boasted in the 

issue for June * 1881* that over a half million readers had 

benefited from the M a g a z i n e <>23 It was a literary periodi

cal in competition with the Atlantic Monthly and the 

Century for the attention of intelligent readers from

22j. [oseph] Henry Harper* The House of Harper: A 
Century of Publishing in Franklin Square (New York: Harper 
and Brothers* 1912)* 129=

This publication is hereafter referred to as 
Harper* House =

23LXIII (June* 1881)* 15 4=
The period of time during which over a half 

million readers benefited from the Magazine is not avail
able, Neither are exact circulation figures at the b e 
ginning of the d e c a d e , The Magazine was first published 
in June * 1850* and by 1853 had a circulation of 130*000 
copies per month. From Harper* House* 8 6 =
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coast to coast. Pre-eminently a home magazine for family 

r e a d i n g , short stories of domestic interest and well written 

love stories met a popular demand,24

Maturity as a Literary Magazine

The Harper publishing business was established in 

1817 by two young b r others„ John and James Harper, Later 

two other Harper brothers joined the firm. The Harper 

establishment was perpetuated by the sons and grandsons of 

the four Harper b r others, It remained a family enterprise 

until the failure of the House of Harper in 1 8 9 9 , ^  By the 

eighteen-eighties the famous publishing family had many 

years of experience behind them. Their policies were well 

established and the future looked secure„

Harper's Monthly was the oldest of the three com

peting literary magazines of the decade. Established in 

1850 by James Harper and his bro t h e r s s its original purpose 

was to publicize English book publications of the Harper 

publishing firm. By 1870 it was an organized journal. By 

1890 it had reached its maturity as a literary magazine

^Harperj, H o u s e , 225, 

ZSRarper, H o u s e , 19-27,
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and, on the w h o l e , was more American than E n g l i s h . 26

High Competitive Position

Scribner's Monthly (later the Century) was first 

published in 1870 by Dr. Josiah G . Holland. In 1881 it 

was sold and renamed the Century. From the very first 9 

it showed a preference for American authors. J. Henry 

Harper* a third generation member of the famous publish

ing family* reflected, in 1912 that the competition of 

Scribner8s (the Century) was chiefly the result of the 

magazine making a feature of its woodcut illustrations, a 

situation which stirred the artists and engravers on the 

H a r p e r 8s staff to look for new and improved methods of 

reproducing their illustrations. Henry Mills Alden, editor 

from 1869 until his death in 1919, expressed his personal 

opinion that the Century was H a r p e r 8 s only real competitor. 

In passing on materials for the M onthly, Alden always kept 

in mind that, the Atlantic Monthly was "another type of 

m a g a z i n e . "27 The Atlantic M o n t h l y , established in 1857,

26John Gray Laird Dowgray, Jr., A History of
H a r p e r 8 s Literary Magazines : 1850-1900, Doctoral Disser
tation (University of Wisconsin, 1955), 64-65.

This publication is hereafter referred to as
Dowgray, History. '

2?Harper, H o u s e , 212-229.

\
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was a Boston based magazine that Mr, Alien must have 

visualized as being somewhat more sophisticated and 

directed to a more limited audience. The North American 

R e v i e w , another literary magazine, was hardly a competitor 

because of its centered attention on New E n g l a n d , 28 

Still another literary periodical, Scribner's M a g a z i n e , 

was founded in 1887 by Charles Scribner and Sons, At the 

end of the period of this study (1890), Scribner ° s was 

barely a three-year-old fledgling. Hence it is doubtful 

that it exerted much competitive force on Harper's Monthly 

in so short a time. Harper's undoubtedly did stand in a 

strong competitive position.

2&Dowgray, H i s t o r y , 24,
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Illustrious Editors

Henry Mills Alden was first associated with the 

House of Harper in 1863„ He became editor of Harper* s 

New Monthly Magazine in 1869 and remained in this posi

tion until his death in 1919, As mentioned e arlier$
Vs

Alden was a member of the New York literary group which 

clung to the "Genteel Tradition" of the romantic past.^S 

Alden became close friends of important writers of the 

day such as Howells, J a m e s , Twain, and Charles Dudley 

W a r n e r . S o m e  of his characteristics as an editor will 

be discussed under the editorial policies of the 

M a g a z i n e .

George William Curtis was editor of a continuing 

column, the "Easy Chair," from 1859 until his death in 

1892. He was also political editor of Harper's Weekly 

from 1863 until 1892.3 * Mr. Curtis was president of the 

National Civil Service Reform Association, as well as 

that of New York State. He also Held county and state 

offices in New York as a member of the Republican party.32

29Harper, H o u s e , 213.

^ F r e d e r i c k  Lewis A l l e n , "One Hundred Years of 
Harper's," Harper's Magazine, Centennial Issue: 1850— 1950
CCI (October, 1950), 36.

3-^Harper, H o u s e , 173.

3 ^Dowgray, Hi s t o r y , 79.
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William Dean Howells was editor of a continu

ing column of literary criticism, the "Editor's Study," 

from January, 1886, until March, 1892„ Howells came to 

the staff of Harper's as a popular novelist and well 

known critic. He had been associated with the Atlantic 

Monthly for fifteen y e a r s , serving as editor in chief 

from 1871 to 1881, During this period he published a 

number of novels, formed a close friendship with Henry 

J a m e s , and became known among the important literary 

figures of the Boston circle. After leaving the 

A tl a n t i c , Howells wrote serials for the Century until he 

entered into a contract with H a r p e r 's under an agreement 

which provided, among other things, a guaranteed outlet 

for his w r i t i n g , E v e n  though Howells proved to be a 

controversial figure because of his defense of realism 

through the pages of the "Study," the presence of so 

prominent a man on the staff must have gained readers for 

Harper's,

The House of Harper was indeed alert to the 

prestige derived from attaching important and capable men 

to the st a f f „ By reason of its wide circulation, its 

maturity as a literary periodical, its strong competitive

•^Robert Warren Walts, William Dean Howells and 
the House of Ha r p e r , Doctoral Dissertation (Rutgers 
University, September, 1953), 20,

This work is hereafter referred to as W a l t s ,
Howells,



p o s i t i o n $ and its illustrious editors s publication in 

Harper *s.Monthly must have been a goal sought after by 

aspiring writers of the day.

Character of the Magazine

English-American

Except for short storiesp Harper's Monthly was 

continuing a long established policy of publishing the 

work of a large number of English authors on the 

assumption that American literature fell short of fu l 

filling the demands for the best in letters c Oliver 

Goldsmith, Thomas Hardy, William Black, and R. D , Blackmore 

shared serial space with Charles Dudley Warner, Constance . 

Fenimore Woolson, Henry James, and William Dean Howells* 

English authors were still well represented among the 

many articles that dealt with European and Asian locales„ 

Dinah Mulock Craik and Charles Reade were among the few 

English authors who wrote short stories for Harper * s.. Of 

approximately 237 short stories published in the 120 issues 

of the Magazine between 1880 and 1890, the vast majority 

were written by American authors*

Literary Content

While it is true that the creative writer must 

come to terms with the market place if he is to s urvive,
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and these terms are not always conducive to the greatest 

creativity* still the standards of a publishing house 

can influence the quality of a w r i t e r ’s work.

Pure literary content is the dominating feature 

of this Magazine o The many exquisite illustrations* done 

in the finest reproductive techniques of the age* are i n 

variably related to the content* Except for deliberate 

reproductions of dialect* the language with few exceptions 

is clear* restrained* and according to the best late 

nineteenth century usage*

Editorial Policies

The editorial policies of the Magazine are directly 

related to editor Henry Mills Alden* the man: His educa

tional background in the classics and humanities.; his m i d 

way religious position; his own personal flair for recog

nizing creativity* yet remaining the astute business man; 

his genuine interest in aspiring authors; and his enjoy

ment of a large degree of independence during his many
years as e d i t o r , ^4

A l d e n ’s educational background in the classics and 

humanities is reflected in the taste-making policies of

34Harpera House* 212-225,
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the Magazine 0 Allegiance to the past was one way of 

elevating public tastes„ To avoid the repulsive* to ex

press courtesy and refinement * to uphold the ideals of 

the past-=these were real needs to be met by a literary 

magazine in an age when old and tested values were being 
challenged by a materialistic w o r l d ,,35

During a time when the impact of Darwinian 

science was being felt on fundamental Christianity* a 

midway religious position was an asset as editor of a 

popular magazine designed for family re a d i n g „ Alden re

fused Rose Terry Cooke's "Deacon Strong's Flight with 

Providence" because he was afraid the New England sketch 

was overdrawn,, M r s „ Cooke opposed the dichotomy between 

precept and practice of C h r i s t i a n i t y

A l d e n ’s personal flair for recognizing creativity* 

yet remaining the astute business man* is brought into 

focus by comments of George William Curtis in the "Easy 

Chair"of February* 18 80, What was looked for* he said* was 

"that brilliant composition which shall take instant

35George William Curtis* "Easy Chair *" LX (May* 
1880)* 936-937,

■^Dowgray* H istory* 48-52,



precedence of all the rest « « »"^^ In his column of 

March, 1884, Curtis pointed out that no matter how good 

a work is, it enters into competition with excellency 

already selected and a c c u m u l a t e d , T h e  problem of 

editor Alden was to combine business judgment with 

literary standards^ A magazine must prosper in order to 

survive. Hence the editor must follow certain policies 

which at one and the same time reflect his own character 

as editor and lead to public acceptance. Public accept

ance should come about, howeVer, by forming public 

opinion, by elevating tastes so that readers of Harper *s 

would look for and expect only the b e s t , 39

Alden was always courteous when he rejected 

material submitted for publication. Contrary to common 

practice, he often explained why the material was not 

acceptable and offered suggestions as to how improvements 

might be m a d e , On the whole, the door of H a r p e r 8 s was not 

easy to open. There was a period of years when William 

Dean Howells could not open the d o o r „ An illustrated 

poem, ” St, Christopher," had been published in 1863 and

3 7 LX, 458-460,

3 8 LXVIII, 637-642, 

3 9 D o w g r a y , History, .79,
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some of H o w e l l s • dramatic farces were published in the 

early eighteen-eighties* but it was not until he was a 

recognized novelist and critic and was indeed engaged as 

a member of the staff late in 1885 that his work was pub

lished with regularity in H a r p e r ’s New Monthly Magazine,, ̂ 0 

M r „ A l d e n ’s long association with the House of 

Harper spanned three generations of the Harper family.

His personality and policies were in tune with those of 

the firm. Hence* he enjoyed a large degree of independence 

as editor.41

Limitations as a Social Force

Several incidents relating to the policies of 

Harper's as a taste-making magazine indicate that the p u b 

lication was not always influential as a social force. In 

1883 an uproar occurred over William Dean Howells' paper on 

Henry J a m e s . Editor Curtis came to Howells' defense in the 

"Easy Chair." Regarding Howells* Curtis wrote: "He is

charged with uttering a counterfeit theory of novel-writing

4 ® W i H i a m  Dean Howells* "W. D . Howells and the House 
of Ha r p e r *" Criticism and Fiction and Other E s s a y s * _eds. 
Clara Marbury Kirk and Rudolph Kirk (New York: New York
University Press * 1959)* 375-384.

This publication is hereafter referred to as Kirk 
and Kirk* H o w e l l s .

4*Dowgray* History* 50-51.



to enrich his own reputation and that of M r „ James."

He went on to say that both Howells and James were 

accomplished literary men whose works were being r e a d ; 

that it was "a severe arraignment of the reading public 

of the two English-speaking countries" not to recognize 

this fact. Curtis further pointed out that Howells wrote 

"with perfect courtesy and refinement" and was not decrying 

the great masters--merely noting new stages of development 
and change of t a s t e . 42

The fact of William Dean Ho w e l l s ’ connection with 

the Harper firm in the eighteen-eighties indicates recog

nition of cross-currents in literature and an attempt on 

the part of the firm to keep in touch with the times.

Howells was a controversial figure in his battle with the 

romantics during his entire career as editor of the "Study." 

Not o n c e 9 h o w e v e r s was he ever reproached by the higher 

echelon for his forceful defense of realism in literature. 

Nevertheless, the basic editorial policy of following the 

"Genteel Tradition" obtained at least until the financial 

collapse of the House of Harper in 1899. In the final- 

analysis $ the editors did not control public taste. The 

time came when the editors of Harper* s and other famous

42LXVI (April 9 1883), 791-792.
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literary magazines were forced to adopt social co n 

sciousness as a philosophy of e d i t i n g „

In summary then, the decade of the eighteen- 

eighties was one of great national stress 0 The literature 

reflects varying reactions to the times, These reactions 

found expression in the acme of the romantic tradition, 

the maturity of realism, and the beginnings of naturalism„ 

Further, the decade was a period of achievement for 

writers of short fiction. Harper's New Monthly M a g a z i n e , 

by virtue of its prominence as a popular literary 

magazine, its maturity as a literary periodical, its pr e 

ference for American writers of short fiction provides 

worth while source material for a study of the forms and 

themes of a maturing short story in America.

430Owgray, H i s t o r y , 31. From Virginia Watson, 
"Thirty-five Years with Harper § Brothers," a typewritten 
manuscript which Frederick Lewis Allen, late editor of 
Harper's, permitted Dr. Dowgray to use.
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Limitations and Procedure of the Study 

Limitations

A representative selection of short stories was 

based upon American authors contributing with some 

frequency to the Magazine* Authors whose names are known 

today were arbitrarily included* even though a particular 

author may have had only one story published during the 

period under examination* At least two stories were read 

from each of the ten years* preferably those published at 

different seasons of the year* When more than one story 

by one author was read* an attempt was made to separate 

the stories chosen by as much time span as possible* 

Following this plan* forty-five short stories written by 

twenty-four different authors were read * 44

Procedure

Chapter Two constitutes an examination of repre

sentative short stories appearing in Harper's New Monthly 

Magazine between 1880 and 1890* The primary purpose in 

reading is to discover recurring themes and forms* The

Appendix A for list of authors and their 
stories selected for reading.
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analysis includes observation of dominating character

istics as to treatment: plot $ setting s local color,

language and dialect, atmosphere, philosophy or moral, 

satire, re a l i s m , romanticism, naturalism, art form, 

the class of people about whom the stories are written, 

and the classes to whom they seem to be d i r e c t e d 0

In a study of this kind it is impossible to place 

any author into a neatly fitting category such as 

regionalist, local-colorist, romanticist, r e a l i s t , and so 

on* There is much over-lapping in forms, th e m e s , and 

treatment of subject matter. Because of this overlapping 

the grouping of authors and their works had to be loosely 

defined. Hence they are grouped according to subject 

matter: love themes, social problems, moral is s u e s ,

historical romance, science-fiction, fantasy, regional 

studies, and modern psychology. Within these groups they 

are discussed according to treatment,

Chapter Three draws conclusions from this study. 

Much of the writing was ephemeral in nature, but this 

study hopes to show that the writers of short stories in 

the eighteen-eighties did not work in a vacuum. By 

establishing certain definite trends in short fiction, as 

published in Harper's Magazine between 1880 and 1890, it 

is believed that these stories can be shown to reflect
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the short story in America as a popular and enduring 

twentieth century art form.



CHAPTER II

SHORT STORIES IN HARPER'S NEW 
MONTHLY M A G A Z I N E : 1880-1890

The introduction of this study reviews a grow

ing trend of the American short story, beginning with 

the eighteen-fifties and sixties, toward rea l i s m „

While unlocalized and loosely written romances domin

ated the forties, by the eighteen-seventies, local 

color stories, written within an idealized atmosphere, 

appeared from all parts of the country» The purpose 

of this chapter is to establish trends of short fiction 

in Harper's between 1880 and 1890. Since the love 

theme predominates numerically, an examination of a few 

representative types is in order.

Love Themes

Harriet Prescott Spofford (1855-1921)

Typical of the fading sentimental romance are 

M r s , Spofford's frothy tales, Her stories were so 

popular in the eighteen-seventies and eighties that her

36
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name was virtually a household word.45 "The Driftwood 

Fire" and "By the Winter's Moon" are of the "love-at- 

first-sight" variety* Conspiracies thwart p r o g r e s s , 

but the principals eventually live happily ever after*

While Mrs* Spofford's lush descriptions are not 

typical of the generally restrained writing which 

appears in Ha r p e r ' s , for twentieth century enlighten

ment and amusement, some of her lines bear repeating.

On Barbara Seavern's arrival at the garden party in 

"By the Winter's Moon," she is described as follows:

As beautiful herself as any part of the beautiful 
sc e n e , in her gown of white n u n ’s veiling and the 
belted Jacqueminot roses, with her clear pale skin, 
its darkness relieved only by the rich red of the 
lips and the blackness of the lashes of the great 
luminous eyes, with the chiseled delicacy of feature, 
the abundance of night-black hair, and the radiance 
of a smile that was not shed on everybody,46

Mrs* Spofford’s women are beautiful and her men fall

desperately in love with them. When Barbara Seavern

first met Penrose, an electric impulse passed between

^ American Authors 1600-1900, A Biographical 
Dictionary of American Literature, 3d. ptg *, eds. Stanley 
J „ Kunitz and Howard Haycraft (New York: The H. W. Wilson 
Company, 1949), 707-708.

This publication is hereafter referred to as 
American Authors 1600-1900.

46LXIV (February, 1882), 393.



t h e m „ and Penrose read her thoughtss even though she 

feigned an icy attitude toward him, Penrose courted 

her boldly, but did not succeed in the conquest until 

he feigned a boating accident and caused Barbara to b e 

lieve he had been seriously injured.

It is interesting to note that this author 

whose popularity rested on ideal heroes and heroines 

was also capable of characterization. In " M r s ,

Claxton* s Skeleton" M r s , Spofford gets down to real 

people and real life situations,

Mrs, Claxton was a former governess married to 

an austere and domineering mill owner. In return for 

lavish possessions, he expected slavish obedience,

M r s , Claxton, on the other hand, was a spirited woman 

whose outward tranquil manner belied the skeleton in 

her closet. Domestic arguments ensued over the care 

and rearing of their children, Mrs, Spofford analyzed 

Mrs o Claxton* s feelings:

She felt herself stripped of identity and all 
personal importance, made a mere p u p p e t ; she was 
not sure of peace from one moment to the n e x t ; she 
had no fixed happiness in life but the love of her 
children; and she was convinced that the moment 
they were old enough to exercise intelligence, 
the habit of contempt would be caught, and they 
too would despise h e r , 4?

47LXVI (March, 1883), 579,
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When the dam that held the mill water b r o k e , the 

resulting flood brought about a resolution of the con

flict, Mr, Claxton was trapped on a hill above the on- 

rushing waters and M r s , Claxton and the children found 

safety in the upper rooms of their house. For many 

agonizing hours neither knew of the safety of the other. 

When finally reunited, husband and wife took stock of 

their past relations and decided to bury the skeleton. 

Although the story lacks a realistic en d i n g , it is a 

suspenseful narrative in which M r s , Spofford effectively 

poses the grandiose despot against his pretty vixen 

wife,

Lucy C, Lillie (1855- ?)

Except for more restrained language and a some- 

what more involved plot. Miss Lillie's love stories are 

similar to Mrs, Spofford's romances„

"At Byrams" and "DeBarbadoesa's Little Hour"
i

have the added involvement of deception at the b e ginning,

In the course of revealing the ru s e , the principals 

discover that they have been in love all a l o n g , The 

heroines in "At Byrams" and "'P a rthenia'" are small town 

school teachers who meet their heroes while still in 

modest circumstances. Later, having come into money and



while being introduced to the "best” people by their 

ambitious mothers s they again meet their former idols.

In the case of "At Byramss" the heroine's changed social 

status makes acceptable her marriage to her former idol 

who all along was a member of the social s e t , In 

"'Parthenia'" the girl breaks her engagement to a rich 

man in order to marry the well-enough-off artist whom 

she had known while still a teacher--the man whom she 

reminded of "Pa r t h e n i a ,"

George Parsons Lathrop (1851-1898)

Better known to H a r p e r 's as the author of many 

travel essays, Lathrop tried his hand at the love tale 

with mixed r esults„ He went beyond the conventional love 

theme, but his character analysis is somewhat one-sided,

" Bad Peppers" is the story of a self-made 

American in contact with upper-class Germans in an 

European environment, The action takes place at Bad 

Pfeiffer's, German for Pfeiffer's Baths, a health resort 

near the Rh i n e , Steven Steavens, a prosperous wholesale 

grocer from Philadelphia, types himself as a crude 

American by pronouncing " Bad Pfeiffers" as "Bad Peppers," 

Steven’s rival for the hand of the German girl is Herr 

Scharlach,whose austerity becomes insulting. He goes
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mad with jealousy and attempts to do away with Steavens 

by pushing him into a gorge. The German girl finally 

chooses Steavens because his straightforwardness, 

honesty, and integrity are more valuable than the whole 

of European sophistication. This is a tightly knit 

plot with a happy ending in which the American comes off 

the better. Obviously there is an attempt here to 

analyze the American character as opposed to that of the 

German. The analysis is w e a k , however, because sympathy 

is always with the American, despite his social blunders 

and crudeness.

Constance Fenimore Woolson (1840-1894)

Miss Woolson's "A Pink Villa" shows finesse in 

plotting and realistic characterization. It is a story 

of a socially ambitious American mother seeking a secure 

position for herself and her daughter in aristocratic 

European society. She all but succeeds in promoting 

the marriage of her daughter Eva to Pierre, a Belgian 

aristocrat. The conflict arises when days before the 

planned wedding, David Rod, a rough-hewn Florida farmer 

(in Italy for the purpose of recruiting farm labor), 

comes along. Eva recognizes the possibility of a more 

stable relationship with Rod than with Pierre, and 

announces her intention of marrying the A m e r i c a n . Mrs.
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Churchill, her mother, tries by every covert means to 

coerce her daughter into the marriage that would seal 

their social position, Eva refuses to be influenced.

Miss Woolson's people in "A Pink Villa" display 

their normal character traits, Eva chooses the man 

whom she believes to be best suited to her, Pierre, 

the Belgian aristocrat, behaves like one when his 

beautiful American girl leaves him in the lurch, M r s , 

Churchill makes the best of her disappointment when 

the young couple sail for America.

These unlocalized love themes show gradations in 

form and theme beginning with Mrs. Spofford's lush 

romances. Miss Lillie adds the American dream of rising 

fortunes when her middle class school teachers become 

well-off. Both Lathrop and Spofford work with character

ization. Moo Is on defines her characters with respect to 

their backgrounds so that they undergo no basic change.

Like Henry James, Lathrop and Woo Ison study Americans 

in an European setting. They contrast the morality of 

the less-cultured, self-made American to the decadent 

values of the European aristocrat. In both stories the 

American comes off the better. These stories also show 

a trend toward increased skill in plotting. They are
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directed to and written about middle and upper class 

people.

Richard Malcom Johnston (1822-1898)

Local color appears in the once popular love 

tales of Richard Mai com Johnston, other weaknesses not

withstanding. “The Stubblefield C o n t i n g e n t s " T h e  U n 

expected Parting of the Beazley Twins," and "The 

Rivalries of Mr. Toby Gillam" follow a trite formula 

involving conflicting situations that both tire and con

fuse the reader. Two or more love affairs develop con

currently and a switch of males and females straightens 

everything out in the e n d . Young men marry older widows 

for money and widowers marry beautiful young girls.

For example, in "The Rivalries of Mr. Toby 

Gillam," Griggs, a widower, had his eye on Jane G i l 1a m , 

the older daughter of a neighbor. When G r i g g s ’ young son 

died, even though Griggs was a coffin maker by trade, he 

asked Mr. Gillam to make the coffin. His motive in 

doing so was to gain entrance to the Gillam family and 

J a n e . Meanwhile, G i l l a m ’s wife died and he began to 

court M r s . Rainwater, a well-to-do widow. In the end 

Gillam settled for G r i g g s ’ young sister. Griggs did not 

marry Jane Gillam, but her teen-age sister Susan. In the
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Gillam rivalries there are at least five love affairs 

going on at the same t i m e „ Johnston tried to work with 

too many characters to be able to deal effectively with 

any of them 0

Johnston's loosely written stories are more 

accurately nostalgic studies of the country and people 

in Georgia that he loved so well and was homesick for 

after he left t h e m , 48 The local color of rural Georgian 

life and the speech patterns of middle class whites 

have the effect of adding a new dimension to the trivial 

love th e m e „ Otherwise, Johnston's stories, like those 

of M r s , Spofford and Miss Lillie, belong to an era in 

fiction that was dissolving even in his own time.

All of the love themes discussed so far have a 

happy ending or at least a satisfactory one. They are 

the most representative, although others were r e a d . 49

4 8American Authors 1600-1900, 422-423.

49julian H a w thorne, "'When Half-Gods Go, the Gods 
Ar r i v e . '"

This story appears:to be an abortive attempt at the 
kind of soul penetration achieved by Julian's famous 
father.

Elizabeth (Lizzie) W» C h ampney, "Salgama Condita."
In this slight romance, the hero is rejected, 

one by one, by the four older of a family of five girls. 
Finally, the youngest and least attractive, trapped him
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into accepting her. The title refers to a special 
pickle made by the bride =

Rose Terry Cooke, "Hopson's Choice
This trivial story is about Prudence Hops on, a 

girl who lived in the town of Hobson. The title and 
mildly humorous ending turn on the phonetics of the 
letters ^  and b_. Prudence was the choice girl of the 
town of Hobson. Hopson Bunnell, a distant relative 
and Prudence's lover, said she was his (Hopson's) 
choice.

Virginia W„ Johnson, "The Man Who Came Home."
This is the story of a bachelor who returned to 

Boston after many years in Hong Ko n g , He set out to 
locate his relatives and help the less fortunate ones. 
There is a slight love theme involved.

Phoebe Yates Pember, " M r . Witherton's Ro m a n c e ."
A man married an older woman, thinking he 

would get control of her m o n e y . Instead, he found 
himself under the domination of a termagant wife.
Mr. Witherton's romance consisted of befriending a 
young girl whom he met on a train. The monotony of 
the rest of his life was relieved only by memories 
of his rom a n c e .
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Social Problems

Master-Slave Relationships

If the eighteen-eighties was an age in which 

social consciousness, was just beginning to become a way 

of t hinkinga certainly the South was fertile ground for 

m a t e r i a l „ Possibly in no other country has a social 

structure experienced such dislocation as occurred in 

the South following the Civil War. Within the frame

work of local color s toriess Southern writers dipped 

back to Civil War times to present their own particular 

views of Southern racial problems.

Thomas Nelson Page (1853-1922) ,

An aristocratic Virginian* Thomas Nelson Page 

believed pre-War Virginia to be a benevolent feudal 

paradise with happy and loyal slaves living with kindly 

masters in perfect amity. His aim in writing was to heal 

the breach between the North and South by presenting a 

"sympathetic picture of the past.”'’®

Page's "Ole 'Stracted" is the story of a former 

slave who camped in an abandoned h o u s e „ ostensibly

50American Authors 1600-1900* .587-588.



awaiting the return of his master. Neighbors thought 

he was "distracted” or out of his head because the war 

was over and slaves were free, A kindly young Negro 

couple who lived nearby looked after the old man. On his 

deathbed Ole 'Stracted imagined his master to have re

turned and directed Ephum, the young Negro neighbor* to 

an old sock where he had hidden enough money for Ole 

'Stracted's master to buy him back. Ole ‘Stracted* in 

his delusions* introduced Ephum to his master as his son. 

This made the money E p h u m 8s legal inheritance and pr o 

vided funds with which to pay a mortgage that was about 

to be foreclosed on his little farm.

Not only does this story idealize the master- 

slave relationship by inferring that the Negro was better 

off before emancipation; it also indicts the post-War soc 

system for taking advantage of ignorant Negroes who were 

allowed to mortgage property with no realistic means of 

repayment. Written in Negro dialect* it is a local color 

story that blends atmosphere with the theme,

Grace Elizabeth King (1851-1932)

Grace King* better known for her novels which ex

plored the traditions and customs of the French and 

English in Louisiana, dealt with the slave situation in



"Bayou L 1 O m b r e „" The incident involves the retreat 

of three children and their governess from New Orleans 

to the family.plantation at Bayou L ’Ombre for the 

duration of the Civil War, It describes both treachery 

and loyalty on the part of the slaves. An uprising 

took place when the Negroes heard that the Union 

soldiers were coming. Only one Negro manservant re

mained loyal. To conclude the story, the author resorts 

to the use of deus ex m a c h i n a , A cousin, attached to a 

band of guerilla fighters, just happened to be in the 

vicinity in time to save the children and their governness 

from harm. The incident defends the point of view of 

white supremacy, but it does portray local color and has 

elements of realistic treatment,

Mary Tucker Magill ( ? - ? 1

A somewhat different approach to the master-slave 

problem is taken by Mary Tucker Magill in "Sis," Sis is 

a deformed Negro girl, a slave, who grows up with her

Slgtandard reference works disclose no biographi
cal information on Mary Tucker Magill,

Mary Tucker Magill's "A Georgian at the Opera" 
was also read for this study. It is a mild satire of the 
Southern white rustic. The locale is New York, but it is 
written in the dialect of Southern whites. The sketch 
offers nothing significant for discussion.
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white mistress of about the same a g e „ As Lily, the 

white girl, grows older, the gap between the two girls 

grows wider and wider. At times Lily violates the 

aristocratic code by her arrogance toward her slave g i r l „

At other times Sis exerts pressure on Lily for certain 

privileges such as to be taught to read and write.

On Lily's wedding day. Sis watches the ceremony from the 

rear and is the first one whom Lily embraces after the 

vows are said. The theme here is that certain conditions 

made the slave system w o r k : mutual warmth of feeling,

mutual resistance, and Machiavellian strategy on both 

sides to assert individual rights. There is almost no 

plot structure in this local color story, but the social 

message is there,

Joel Chandler Harris (1848-1908)

The author who really penetrated the Southern 

social system with both sympathy and objectivity was Joel 

Chandler Harris in ’'Ananias," Ananias is not an Uncle 

R e m u s , but he is both an individual and a type--a haunting 

representative of the past. He reveals himself so com

pletely and naturally that the reader gains a sympathetic 

understanding of a deeply ingrained social system--one 

which emancipation could not possibly break down. Only
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generations of education on both sides could alter the 

situation»

Ananias had been accused of disloyalty to his

master* Colonel Flewellen* when Sherman made his famous

march through Georgia. In reality* Wash Jones, Flew-

ellen's white overseer* was the traitor who led Sherman's

m e n  to the swamp where Flewellen had hidden his ho r s e s .

When Ananias tried to tell the truth of the matter to his

master, Flewellen refused to listen and openly accused

the Negro of treachery. Harris' reproduction of Ananias'

explanation of his despair is classic:

’En I was m o s ' out *n my hade * kaze I ain't know 
w'at ter do. Tain't wid niggers like it is wid 
white folks * suh, white folks know w'at ter do, 
kaze dey in de habits er doin' like dey wanter, but 
n i g g e r s , suh--niggers, dey er diffunt. Dey dunner 
w'at ter do.52

The accurate reproduction of dialect is surpassed only by 

the Negro's primitive wisdom which shines crystal clear.

The former slave realized that his indecision was due to 

lack of experience. Slaves were not permitted to make 

decisions. Freedom was accompanied by responsibilities 

for which the Negro was wholly u n p r e p a r e d . Indeed the 

Negro was different.

52LXXVI (April, 1888), 701.
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Ananias attached himself to the Union a r m y , but 

drifted back to his former master when the war was 

ov e r 0 Meanwhile, Flewellen had lost his plantation to 

Wash Jones,who was now a prominent merchant in town,

Ananias took up quarters with Flewellen and his daughter 

Nelly, serving the fiercely proud aristocrats without pay. 

He even went so far as to secure food for the table by 

midnight forages on Wash J o n e s 8 produce establishment.

When he was arrested. Colonel Flewellen, though sympa

thetic, was afraid to go on his bond because the Negro, 

faithful as he w a s , would likely run away, This was 

indeed a real possibility, Ananias knew his chances of 

a fair trial were slim, Flewellen, however, did not 

think in these terms. He saw only the outward mani

festations of a Negro's conduct when he got into trouble.

In this case Ananias was exonerated of the charge 

because of the brilliant defense of Lawyer Terrell, who 

had met Ananias on the road the day the Negro was making 

his way back to his master after the war, Ananias had 

told Lawyer Terrell of his experiences, Terrell believed 

in the Negro's integrity and gladly defended h i m ,

Ananias took the position that he was not really steal

ing produce because the foodstuffs all came from what was 

really Colonel Flewellen's plantation anyway, Mr, Terrell



convinced the jury that Wash Jones had never really 

seen Ananias stealing produce. After the acquittal, 

shabby but princely Colonel Flewellen walked up to 

Ananias with tears in his eyes, saying "Come, boy , , , 

let's go h o m e , "S3 Tears streamed down the Negro's face 

as the two walked out of the courtroom together,

Harris' story reveals the attitudes of three 

predominating classes in the South following the Civil 

War: the Southern aristocrat, stripped of material

possessions but not of his pride, his prejudice, his 

principles; the middle class Whites who had neither 

loyalty nor responsibility toward either the landed 

aristocracy or the Negro, and who were quick to seize 

advantages laid open by disruptions of the w a r ; and the 

dispossessed but loyal Negro, totally bewildered by the 

responsibilities attached to his new f reedom, yet fully 

aware of the discrimination against him.

No one has revealed the post-Civil War social 

problems of the South with greater skill than Harris, 

"Ananias" depicts a whole society in a carefully drawn 

plot that includes character analysis and realistic 

details, reinforced by expert reproduction of Negro 

speech patterns. Much of the story progresses through 

Ananias' conversation. This device adds to the realism

53LXXVI (April, 1888), 708,



and arouses sympathy for Ananias on the part of the 

r e a d e r „

The above four stories* all written within a 

decade* show the viewpoints of Southern Whites concern

ing their social problems following the Civil War.

Local color* regionalism* realism* blending of atmosphere 

and character analysis are used in varying degrees* most 

successfully by Joel Chandler Harris. They are written 

about all classes and seem to be directed to the whole 

nation.

Other types of social problems were discussed 

by Edward Bellamy and Mary E. Wilkins Freeman* both 

New England writers.
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Utopian Theme

Edward Bellamy (1850-1898)

Edward Bellamys remembered for his famous Utopian 

theme in Looking Backward: 2000-1887, also explores 

Utopian values in "To Whom This May Come." He uses the 

idea of extra-sensory perception as a springboard to present 

his comments on society.

A civilized settlement on a remote and obscure 

island in the South Seas perpetuated their mind-reading 

abilities by voluntary disuse of their vocal c o r d s . The 

society had derived numerous advantages from powers of 

thought transference: Honesty results from knowing others

can read your mind; politics could never be extended to 

the point of insincerity; greater intensity of sympathy 

and affection r e s u l t ; and mind-reading is chiefly desirable 

"not for the knowledge of others which it gives its posses

sors $ but for the self-knowledge which is its reflex 

effect."54 The most valuable end-result is thfe p h o t o 

graphic knowledge which renders a society of mind-readers 

incapable of self-conceit or self-depreciation. There is 

little plot in this unbelievable story.

5 4 LXXVIII (February j, 1889), 458-466.
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Neglect of Orphans 

Mary E, Wilkins Freeman (1852-1950)

Mrso Freeman discusses a more down-to-earth 

social problem in "A Gentle Ghost," Superstitions of 

simple people are also present in the storys but the 

principal theme concerns so c i e t y ’s neglect of orphans, 

Orphaned Nancy Wren, an inmate of the poor- 

house, and under the stern discipline of M r s , Gregg, 

the k e e p e r ’s wife, created an imaginary family for h e r 

self by visiting with headstones in the cemetery. Next 

door to the poor house lived the Dunn family, whose 

daughter Jenny had recently died. Because the Dunns 

heard a moaning sound that seemed to come from their 

upstairs every night about bedtime, they believed their 

dead Jenny had become a g h o s t , This idea was reinforced 

by the fact that the moaning would cease as soon as Flora 

Dunn, another daughter, went upstairs with a light.

Little Jenny had been afraid of the dark. It was event

ual ly discovered that the moaning came from the poor 

house next door--from Nancy Wren who was also afraid of 

the dark, and was not permitted a light in her dingy 

quarters, When she could see the light in the Dunn house 

next door, her fears eased and she ceased her cries.

Upon learning of the situation, the Dunns took Nancy Wren
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into their home, where she was allowed a night-lamp.

No longer did Nancy people her world with dead rela

tives, She had a family of her own.

This story, written in New England dialect, takes 

place almost entirely through the conversations of the 

characters. Suspense builds up quickly and holds to the 

end. The social message becomes apparent, despite the 

happy ending, through realistic treatment of an orphaned 

g i r l 8 s need for love and security. The superstitions of 

the people serve to blend atmosphere with the subject 

matter.



Moral Issues

It is a fine line between a social issue and 

a moral one* For purposes of this discussion then, 

moral issues will include religion, interpersonal re

lations, and m a n ’s relation to the universe.

Religion and Interpersonal Relations

Mary E, Wilkins Freeman (1852-1930)

Mrs* Freeman wrote of the decadent social system 

of her own New England, In "A Conflict Ended" she 

satirized dissension among members of an orthodox church 

that went so far as to become a personal issue among 

friends, A split in the church actually broke up an 

engagement, Marcus, the man, had refused to enter the 

church doors since the disagreement occurred. Instead, 

he sat out Sunday morning services on the front steps 

of the church. After ten years, Esther, the woman, 

approached Marcus on the touchy subject, saying that it 

no longer mattered to her that he refused to enter the 

church. On these terms they were married, A satisfacto 

conclusion came about on the first Sunday after their 

marriage. When Marcus proceeded to follow his usual
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custom of sitting on the church steps, Esther indicated 

that she would join him* With that, Marcus suddenly 

yielded and entered the church with his wife*

Parallel to the satire of the cleavage in the 

church is a theme on interpersonal relations: Failure to

resolve disagreements comes about by mutual stubbornness„ 

One way to make adamant conduct appear ridiculous is to 

go along with i t . Theme and atmosphere seem to rise from 

the setting of this s t o r y „ The plot moves largely 

through conversation, written in New England dia l e c t „ 

Realism derives from careful and accurate portrayal of 

the attitudes peculiar to the region*

Rose Terry Cooke (1827-1892)

M r s » Cooke was too versatile a writer to en

compass her work within a single t h e m e „ Her regional 

stories typify the New England character; they typify the 

strengths and weaknesses of people everywhere„ "Miss 

Beulah's Bonnet" offers a good example of her satire of 

religion and her skillful analysis of interpersonal 

relations, -

Miss Beulah is a spinster who lives respectably 

by exercising extreme economy. Suddenly the responsi

bility of providing for her widowed niece and three 

children for the summer upset all her p l a n s „ They arrive
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as uninvited guests with the express purpose of obtain

ing free board and lodging for the summer„ Among other 

economies. Miss Beulah’s new responsibilities necessitate 

her having an old summer bonnet re-trimmed instead of 

buying a new on e „ Miss Beulah makes the adjustment 

willingly and gl a d l y p But a house full of children 

present an entirely different problem*

Jack, the eight-year-old grandnephew, becomes 

a source of irritation to Miss. Beulah because he eats too 

much and is always getting into mischief* The lack of 

understanding between the older and younger generations 

comes out in the heated arguments which take place b e 

tween them* Jack was really in trouble when it came to 

light that he was the culprit who hid Miss Beulah's 

bonnet under the cushion of a chair, causing it to be 

crushed beyond repair when the minister's wife sat upon 

it* To make things w o r s e , he had denied knowledge of 

the whereabouts of the bonnet when it had been missed*

Miss Beulah speculates that Jack is "the fullest of 

'riginal sin and actual transgression of any boy I ever 

see * * * Lyin' is ingrain * * * The devil was a liar 

from the b e g i n n i n '„" In a kind of stream of consciousness 

technique, Miss Beulah continues with her observations 

about the transgression of lying* Of Deacon Morse*whom
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she considered to be a born liar^ she says:

He's a hero at pr a y e r s and gives heaps to the 
societies, but he ain't reely to be relied on; he's
sharper'n a needle to bargain with, and if his word
ain't writ down in black and white, w h y » 'tain't 
nowhere „ <> <= He don't read no novi Is s nor play 
ho cards--he'd jest as lives swear outright as to 
do one or t'other; but I do say for't I'd ruther 
myself see him real honest than any o' them th i n g s „
I don't believe in no sort of professin' that falls 
short in practicing $ but I can't somehow feel so 
real spry to blame the deacon as though he wa'n't 
a M o r s e 055

Packed in one short paragraph are three distinct points:

It is false to pay lip-service to Christianity and not

practice it in one's daily life; the Puritan conscience 

dictates that reading novels and playing cards are as 

evil as s w earing; some people can't help being liars 

because it is born in them. (Miss Beulah would have 

blamed the deacon more if he hadn't been a Mbrse«)

The story has a satisfactory conclusion in that 

S a r a h s a grandniece who had gone to Chicago at Miss 

Beulah's expense, obtained employment and sent her aunt 

a lovely new hat as a token of appreciation.

"Miss Beulah's Bonnet" shows the innate selfish

ness of people on the one hand and their genuine goodness 

on the other. The niece moved in with selfish motives, 

but at least one member of the family appreciated Miss

55LX (March, 1880), 575.
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Beulah11 s sacrifices« Miss Beulah did not understand children 

and compared Jack's mischief with Deacon Morse's hypocrisy.

The story, written in New England dialect, blends atmosphere 

with subject-matter. The plot, however, suffers some from 

lack of suspense. The reader knows Miss Beulah will eventu

ally get a new bonnet. Here again is realism of a region, 

written about the character and attitudes of middle class 

New Englanders and directed to middle class readers,

/ ■ ■Mary Noailles Murfree
(Charles Egbert Craddock)
(1850-1922)

Discussion of Miss Murfree's regional studies of the 

Tennessee mountains appears in a later section of this study. 

It is appropriate to mention at this time, however, her 

approach to religion. The two stories which appeared in 

Harper's in the eighteen-eighties both deal with the Christmas 

theme, "His 'Day in Court'" has to do with the feuding 

Quimbeys and Kittredges, whose quarrel lasted for three gen

erations, "'Way Down in Lonesome Cove" concerns trouble 

between the county ranger and some of his enemies. Both 

stories reach a satisfactory conclusion based on Christian 

forgiveness in a society where people usually settle their 

differences with firearms.



Rebecca Harding Davis (1831— 1910)

A similar theme is present in Mrs =, D a v i s 6 

”A Silhouette*" The Van Cleves and Suydams of Carolina 

had been shooting it out for y e a r s » Dorcas Van Cleve 

warned the driver of a stage$ on which Dr. Suydam was a 

passenger, of the shooting that was going on in the 

next town. He also offered to house the passengers until 

the fracas was over. Dr. Suydam concealed his identity, 

but was so impressed by this courtesy from a Van Cleve 

that he restrained himself from shooting Dorcas--an 

opportunity he had waited years for. Dr. Suydam p r o 

ceeded on to the next town,where he was mortally wounded. 

In order to make his identity known to Dorcas Van Cleve, 

he managed to get back to Van C l e v e ’s place just before 

he died. Dorcas Van Cleve and his wife performed the 

Christian rites over Dr. Suydam8s g r a v e .

Both Miss Murfree and M r s . Davis place in high 

relief the paradox of the code these mountaineers live by

M a n 8 s Relation to the Universe

Edward Everett Hale (1822-1909)

H a l e 8 s "Hands Off" anticipates twentieth century 

exploration in outer space. Written in the first person, 

it is a sermon-like narrative with no perceptible plot.
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The narrator tells of his experience in being taken by his 

mentor into the midst of the solar system, freed from time 

and space, and able to view the earth as if looking at a 

drop of water through a compound microscope. In a stereo

scopic view of history, he saw the whole human race in 

deterioration, beginning with the story of Joseph. Pagans 

ruled the earth and people destroyed one another until not 

a man, woman, or child was left. After the experience, his 

mentor consoled him by saying they had not really seen God's 

children, but only shadowy forms. They were shown to him so 

that he might begin to understand the need for keeping God 

in one's consciousness. All the knowledge he had gained 

about the harmonious relation of the planets and their satel

lites would lead man to destruction unless God remained fore

most in his thinking. Written eighty years ago, this sub

ject is timely today.

Mild satire of Christianity, the Puritan conscience, 

interpersonal relations, and man's relation to the universe 

cover the moral issues which can be identified as such in 

the stories read for this study. For the most part, the 

characters in all the stories live by a high moral code.

Even though, violence takes place in mountaineer society, 

there is no vulgarity or immoral conduct depicted in their 

lives.
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Historical Romance

John Esten Cooke (1830-1886)

Mro Cooke was a romantic historian of A m e r i c a 6s 

past-=one of the last disciples of Cooper--and one of 

the first of the later school (typified by Thomas Nelson 

Page, discussed earlier), who idealized the pre - C i v i 1 

War S o u t h „ He knew American history and the lore of his
Virginia v a l l e y . 56

Cooke's story "Grace Sherwood9 The One Virginia 

Witch" is written in semi-documentary f o r m , supposedly 

taken from authentic court records. The test of Grace 

Sherwood's guilt or innocence was similar to Salem 

practices. When she was thrown into the water with her 

hands bound behind h e r , the fact that she swam was 

proof of her guilt. Unlike Salem witches, however, Grace 

was not burned at the stake. This would have been u n 

thinkable on the part of the Virginia gentlemen who con

ducted the trial. Instead, tradition said she died in 

jail. This is a kind of tongue-in-cheek eulogy of pre- 

War Virginia with flashes of both humor and p a t h o s . It 

is a local color story based on the romantic past. The

56American Authors, ,1600-1900, 172-173.
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documentary approach precludes plot development„

Amelie Rives (18 65- ? )

Miss R i v e s 6 historical romances are love stories 

with unhappy endings. She was preoccupied with the past* 

and not the better part of it,

"Nurse Crumpet Tells the Story" takes place in 

seventeenth century England and concerns two young 

members of Cavalier society. Patience, a beautiful but 

pampered and difficult child, grew up to marry Ernie,

Lord Radnor, a childhood sweetheart. Everything seemed 

to go well enough until Ernie was summoned to fight 

against the Roundheads, Patience was so determined that 

Ernie would not leave her that she lured him into.a cave, 

bolted the heavy door, and refused to let him out. By 

the time members of the family discovered what Patience 

had done, Ernie was dead. The implication is that he 

took his own life rather than suffer the dishonor of not 

fighting for his king. Patience spent her remaining 

years in a rocking chair, constantly calling for Ernie,

She seemed never to realize that he was dead.

The author states that Patience6s insanity was 

traceable directly to her wild and uncontrollable spirit 

in childhood, I fail to associate this story with modern
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like a horror t a l e 0 The story has two somewhat parallel 

sub-plotso It becomes too much involved for a short 

story because the reader does not have time to orient 

himself to all the different happenings that seem to 

occur at the same t i m e „

"The Story of Arnon" is about a love affair in 

the days of N o a h „ Arnon, N o a h ’s fourth son, fell in love 

with Asenath, the beautiful daughter of a wicked money 

lender„ To save Asenath from the flood, Arnon stowed her 

with the beasts in the bottom of the Ark, keeping her 

presence a secret from his fathero When the flood was 

over Noah discovered the deception and ordered the couple 

to the desert to spend the rest of their days in disgrace 

The story ends with the starvation and death of Asenath 

and the son who was born to the couple. Arnon recorded 

the events on stone before he committed sui c i d e .

"The Story of Arnon" has merit in that Miss Rives 

writes in Biblical phraseology that tends to place the 

story in its proper s etting. The plot construction is al 

g o o d . Up to the point where Noah orders his son to the
J
desert, the reader thinks Asenath might eventually be 

accepted by the Patriarch, or at least that the lovers 

would not be cast out to st a r v e .
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Science-Fiction

While Edward B ellamy’s "To Whom This May Come" 

and Edward Everett H a l e ’s "Hands Off" are in a sense p r e 

cursors of science-fiction, this element is subordinate 

to the moral or social theme in both stories, These 

writers more nearly approach modern science-fiction in 

two other stories which appeared in Harper’s M a g a z i n e ,

Edward Bellamy (1850-1898)

"With the Eyes Shut" is an intriguing exploration 

into the field of cybernetics 0 A passenger on a railroad 

car falls asleep and dreams of all manner of electronic 

developments o Loud speakers s recorded announcements, 

tape recorders, and talking movies are described with 

amazing rea l i t y « Told in the first person, Bellamy 

successfully conceals the dream aspect until the end. The 

reader finds himself recalling approximate dates of elec

tronic developments to make sure that the story is 

fiction instead of fact. • ;

Edward Everett Hale (1822-1909)

"Colonel Ingram’s Journey" is less successful as 

science-fiction than Bellamy’s "With the Eyes Shut," 

Ingram, the narrator, set out to prove that the soul never
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sleeps o R a t h e r s when the body is in sleep, the soul 

passes into another body where it is day. Hence the 

sou 1 never ceases to function. Ingram concluded that 

his other self must be on the opposite side of the g l o b e . 

Equipped with men, dogs, a boat, and supplies, he set 

out to meet his other self. Finally he met one Kaolin, 

a government inspector of furs in China. He recognized 

his other self because every time the two tried to con

verse, one or the other of them fell asleep. They 

finally overcame their predicament by exchanging notes.

Hale injects his own comment at the end, suggest

ing that Colonel Ingram was allowed to tell his story 

without interruption, although he may not have been very 

consistent in what he said. Hale's statement is an 

accurate criticism of his own w o r k . Even though Ingram 

speaks in the first person in sentence fragments and run-on 

sentences, he fails to project a sense of reality.
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Fantasy

Brander Matthews (1852-19 29)

Better known for, his critical writings and 

essays on polite literature in the United States a5 7 

Brander Matthews wrote an amusing fantasy entitled 

"The Rival G h o s t s 0" The story combines New England 

superstition with Scotch legend.

Eliphalet Duncan was the son of a Scotchman of 

noble birth and a Yankee mother, a descendant of 

Eliphalet Hitchcock of Salem witchcraft f a m e . From his 

mother he had inherited a two-hundred-year-old haunted 

h o u s e . From his father he had inherited the title and 

estates of his Scotch ancestors. Eliphalet well knew 

that a Duncan ghost always attached itself to the 

holder of the title of Baron of Duncan of Duncan. When 

Duncan visited his Salem house the titular ghost who 

never left him quarreled with the domiciliary ghost who 

could not leave the h o u s e . Their constant quarreling 

proved to be quite an annoyance until Duncan finally 

discovered the Salem ghost to be a woman. He was able

^ A m e r i c a n  Authors 1600-1900, 273.
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to persuade the two ghosts to be married and stop their 

quarreling„ The episodes in this fantasy are amusing. The 

story suffers from lack of plot and suspense. Like Matthew's 

plays and.novels, his short stories have filed to survive
his p e r i o d . 58

Julian Hawthorne (1846-1934)

Julian Hawthorne's "Ken's Mystery" has haunting 

aspects of a legendary tale that are not present in Matthew's 

fantasy. Based on Irish legend, the story opens with Ken, 

an artist, preoccupied with painting a beautiful woman 

hooded in black. Near the easel is a banjo, honey-combed 

with dry-rot, and with all the appearances of deterioration 

from a g e . Only the initials on the silver hoop identify it 

unmistakably as the same banjo his friend had given him less 

than a year b e f o r e . It was a going-away present when Ken 

had sailed from New York to County Cork, Ireland, for a 

vacation.

In the good fellowship of a farewell party in Ireland, 

Ken's Irish friends told about a legendary female who haunted 

the countryside of County Cork. On leaving the party, Ken 

became lost in the dark and stumbled onto a graveyard. There 

he encountered this same legendary female. She was a beauti

ful woman hooded in black. This female enticed Ken to spend

5 ^American Authors 1600-1900, 273.
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the night with her in an old uninhabited mansion. The two 

ate and drank and made love until eventually Ken fell asleep. 

When he awakened the following morning, he found himself 

alone, with only the ruined banjo by his side. The haunting 

aftermath of the unsolved mystery accounted for the beauti

ful woman in black that was taking shape on K e n ’s canvas. 

Careful arrangement of details enables the reader to quickly 

suspend disbelief. The author maintains suspense throughout 

the story and does not relieve it at the e n d , The fantasy

should be accepted for what the author intended it to b e - -

a supernatural theme with no particular message or purpose,

Edward Everett Male (1822-1909)

Because of a definite th e m e , H a l e ’s "A New Arabian 

Night" surpasses the fantasies of both Matthews and 

Hawthorne, It is a political satire which combines faction 

with elements of fact. The time is the latter part of the 

nineteenth century during Bismarck’s rule in Germany. The 

principal character is the President of the United States,

a man who had once been Secretary of State. The story

gets into motion because of the President’s insomnia due 

to unending pressures of office, specifically because of 

an impending decision regarding monetary policies. The
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President calls M r „ Jaffreys his Secretary of State, out of 

bed in the middle of the night to accompany him on a walk. 

Perhaps they could discover some needed reforms.

The needed reforms they discovered concerned the 

activities of a group in and about Washington who called 

themselves calenders,^ An organized group of people 

contrived devious money-making enterprises which required 

some scheming, little work, but which were in no way 

illegal. Among their activities was the business of p r o 

viding substitutes for elected representatives of Congress 

who did not wish to attend sessions of the House or Senate, 

The thought of a substitute gave the President a brilliant 

idea. Sick of the pressures of his office, he engaged the 

professional substitute to get himself up like the 

President while he took a hunting trip, traveling incog

nito, Jeffrey, the Secretary of State, was left in com

mand, and only Mesrour, the P r esident’s faithful servant, 

accompanied him on his trip.

The substitute made a few faux p a s , but on the 

whole got along very well. At first Jeffrey heard from

59A calender is a Mohammedan ascetic order which 
practices begging or living on alms.



the real president occasionally9 but as time went on* 

messages ceased to arrive. Finally Mesrour returned 

alone with the story that the President had been 

killed in a buffalo stampede and was buried on the s p o t „ 

No public announcement was made of the President's death 

because times were prosperous and the country governed 

itself o

Likely this allegory is a satire of the tenure 

of office of President Ulysses S. Grant, who was in 

office from 1869 to 1877. Grant was Secretary of War 

under Andrew Johnson in 1867. While President, he was 

implicated in several scandals such as the Fisk-Gould 

attempt to corner the gold market (1869) and the Credit 

Mpbilier investigation (1873). In any event it is a 

psychological analysis of presidential pressures and 

political corruption, subtly drawn from historical data 

and entertainingly presented.



Regional Studies

Mary Noailles Murfree 
(Charles Egbert Craddock)
(185 0-1922)

It is puzzling that only two of Miss Murfree's 

short stories appear in Harper's during the decade of 

her greatest pop u l a r i t y 0 As stated earlier $ both were 

Christmas stories adapted to Tennessee mountain life. 

Because depiction of a region is a distinguishing 

feature of Miss Murfree's writing, these stories merit 

discussion in more detail.

’" W a y  Down in Lonesome Cove" is the story of 

Toby Gryce, a county ranger, wrongly accused of horse 

stealing. It is m o r e . It is a careful analysis of Tob 

the authoritarian head of a drab and poverty stricken 

household of numerous children. Tobe's one soft spot 

was his little daughter Gunnel--the one member of the 

family who dared oppose him. His outstanding character 

trait was strict honesty in performing his duties as 

r a n g e r . The story also portrays Tobe's wife, Madeline, 

cowed, overworked, n e r v o u s , but intensely loyal.

When the court house burned and destroyed T o b y ' 

stray^book, a record of his activities as ranger, Luke 

Todd accused Tobe of stealing his (Luke's) black mare.



Tobe had actually picked the mare up as a_ stray* held 

it the legal length of time* and paid the necessary 

court fees to claim it as his own. To protect his 

rights * Tobe hid the animal in a c a v e „ Because 

Madeline knew T o b e ,s life was in danger over the in

cident* she walked miles through the hills in a futile 

attempt to convince Luke's wife of T o b e •s honesty* record 

or no r e c o r d „

The happy resolution came about through T o b e 1s 

fondness for his little daughter» He took her with him 

to the cave to feed the hidden a n i m a l , Just as Luke 

Todd and his friends located the hiding place and were 

about to take Tobe out and lynch him * the scene of 

Gunnel in the manger with the horse caused Luke to have 

a change of h e a r t » Overcome with the Christian spirit* 

he laid down his gun. In the end Luke admitted his 

lie and the two men settled matters amicably,

"His 'Day in C o u r t ’" examines the hatred between 

two families through events that follow the elopement of 

Eve liny Quimbey and Absolom Kittredge, Eveliny's 

marriage to a Kittredge was an unforgivable insult to 

her adoring father. The Kittredges were equally hostile. 

They accepted E v e l i n y ’s physical presence * but forced her 

into mental isolation by cold and heartless treatment.
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The birth of a child, however, softened Mother Kittredge 

toward her daughter-in-law, "I w a r n 11 born a Kittredge, 

nohow,M she said,*’® Gradually a bond built up between 

Absolom, his wife,., and his m o t h e r , Meanwhile, Eveliny heard 

nothing from her f a t h e r , although she gave Absolom numerous 

messages to be delivered to him through an intermediary,

A climax to the girl's intense loneliness resulted 

from an altercation between her father and Absolom, Squire 

Quimbey, recently elected justice-of-the-peace, insulted 

Absolom when he went to the court house to claim a bounty, 

Absolom got his revenge by demanding the protection of the 

law against the squire's profanity, Quimbey left his bench 

and paid a fine to his own court. Because the incident 

left Absolom somewhat conscience stricken, he told Eveliny 

about it and further confessed that none of her messages to 

her father had been delivered. All the girl's repressed 

grief immediately turned into anger toward her hu s b a n d ,

She left the Kittredge household and returned with her baby 

to her father's cabin where Joel Quimbey greeted her with 

open a r m s ,

The remainder of the story concerned Absolom's 

unsuccessful efforts to get his wife to return to him.

60LXXVI (December, 1887) , 62,



Determined to have his child, if not his wife, the climax 

came when he hid out in the Quimbey barn awaiting an oppor

tunity to seize the c h i l d „ When the opportunity came, he saw 

a bright star in the zenith which reminded him of the Star of 

Bethlehem„ Suddenly his heart filled with compassion for his 

wife and he fled from the scene. When Eveliny found 

Absolom's red glove at the baby's side in the barn, she knew 

at once what had happened. All her love and loyalty for her 

husband welled up within her and she returned with her son 

to the Kittredge household. The absence of the baby in the 

Quimbey cabin caused Joel Quimbey so much pain that he 

swallowed his pride and, on occasion, stopped by the 

Kittredge house for a visit on the front steps. Eventually 

the grandson drew the two families together.

Miss Murfree analyzes her characters with quiet 

objectivity--in the end with sympathy. She projects their 

attitudes and thoughts through their actions and conversa

tions, the latter written in the peculiar dialect of the 

region. The grotesque point of view of these mountain folk 

may confound the reader. Nevertheless, these people have 

an integrity, a loyalty, and a sympathy that operates within 

their own code of self-preservation. To read Miss Mu r f r e e 's 

stories is to understand her region.
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Sarah Orne Jewett (1849-1909)

In another part of the countrys Miss Jewett was 

writing short stories which accurately defined her own 

New England region. Concrete representation of her 

locality is basic to her writing.

"Farmer Finch" is a story of the hard life of a 

New England farm family. Miss Jewett's vivid description 

of the bleak and windswept landscape blends with Farmer 

F i n c h ’s depression over a bank failure as he returns home 

with the bad n e w s . The brilliant rays of the late after

noon sun shining on an otherwise dull and familiar ba r 

berry bush blend with the optimism of Polly Finch, the 

daughter, as she returns home from another direction with 

bad n e w s . She had failed to obtain a teaching position 

for which she had applied. Polly had never really wanted 

to teach anyway, so she turned her "book-learning" to the 

study of agriculture in order to help her father in his 

infirmity. Polly succeeded in her farming operations b e 

cause of the confidence and financial backing of their 

family doctor. He helped her o u t , he said, because she 

looked at things as they are and not as she wanted them 

to be. This last statement contains the theme of "Farmer 

Finch." The story is realism of a region with a romantic 

glow of optimism.
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"The Taking of Captain Ball" has a more in

volved p l o t „ Captain Ball's genuine goodness $ masked by 

a brusque f r o n t s stands out in relief against the 

Puritanical attitudes of his New England neighbors among 

whom he lived after his retirement from years at s e a »

Good in his own w a y „ he was skeptical about preachments 

directed toward him concerning impenitence and the short

ness of .time o

The key to the plot turns on the typical pursuit 

of an available middle-aged man by the town's widows and 

spinsters» Having unwittingly succumbed to household 

comforts that only a woman can p r o v i d e 9 the Captain found 

it impossible to keep his own house after his sister's 

d e a t h „ His only relative was a grandniece in another 

town. Certainly she was too young to assume household 

responsibilities. Any of a number of local women would 

have been glad for the position, but he could not engage 

one without offending several others, Even though the 

town minister was a source of constant annoyance to the 

Captain, he solved his dilemma by accepting the minister's: 

recommendation of a M r s „ French, a newcomer to the village, 

for the position as his housekeeper, M r s „ French proved 

to be quite efficient. In fact, she set the town agog 

with gossip over her questionable presence in the Captain's
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homeo After she had had her fun and decided she liked 

the Captain well enough to keep house for him, she in

formed him that she was his grandniece, the granddaughter 

of the Captain's half-brother, a man thirty years the 

Captain's senior.

There are some expertly drawn scenes in this 

humorous story. Not only does the Captain feel at times 

that he is being trapped into marriage, but the spreading 

gossip rises to the proportions of a malicious attack on 

Mrs, French's character, Mrs, French conceals her iden

tity until the very end. At last, the Captain was happy 

to submit to a superior officer round the house.

Miss Jewett shows decided skill in depicting the 

odd, the eccentric, and the old. Written partly in 

dialect about middle class people and directed to middle 

class readers, her stories delineate people in terms of 

the forces that affect them. The good in her characters 

outweighs the bad, but she shows no penetrating philosophy 

or moral. She records the romantic past with mild humor, 

pathos, and truthfulness.
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Modern Psychology

Elizabeth (Lizzie) W 0 Champney 
(1850-1922)

"Professor Sarcophagus" anticipates modern 

psychologyo It is the story of a professor afflicted 

with a rare mental disease by which his identity 

changed on alternate days with no carry-over or 

recollection from one day to another. He heard his 

students on alternate days but was never seen on off- 

days. Two curious girls slipped into his rooming house 

on one of his off-days. There they found him chained 

to a deskj writing with all the fury of a m a d m a n . One 

of the girls fled, but the other, Flavilla, had the 

presence of mind to cover up their prying by asking the 

professor to assist her with her Latin. A close friend

ship sprang up between Flavilla and the professor. 

Eventually he agreed to teach a Sunday school class.

When Flavilla learned that the professor did not approve 

of the King James translation of the Bible, she en

couraged him to complete his own translation and offered 

to do the writing for him.

Interest in this project brought the professor 

back to sanity. Soon he and Flavilla were married.

However, the new translation of the Bible consumed the



entire existence of the couple* Flavilla literally 

worked herself to death helping her husband because she 

felt the project was preserving his sanity. At the end, 

when Flavilla gave up and died, the professor returned 

to his original diseased mental condition.

The title of this story suggests a p u n , Students 

called their teacher Professor Sarcophagus because he 

used so many Greek and Latin w o r d s „ The author undoubt

edly had in mind the professor's retreat from reality 

as well as his wife's de a t h , The handling of the story 

is done with cold, objective analysis. The subject of 

mental health is the primary t h e m e „

Rebecca (Blaine) Harding Davis 
(1831-1910)

M r s , Davis' "Anne” is a psychological study of a 

sensitive, artistic woman who could never quite come to 

terms with the practical aspects of life, Anne Palmer 

had done well in rearing her children and paying off the 

farm mortgage after her husband's death. Now in her old 

age she felt that her life had been altogether humdrum 

and unimaginative. She imagined she could achieve real 

happiness by living in the companionship of thinkers and 

scholars who enjoyed good music and knew works of art.

The idea became such an obsession with her that she
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decided to leave her home town and her children* Her son 

and daughter were practical Palmers whose constant solici

tations reminded her of her lost youth and beauty.

On the train to New York, whom should Anne meet

but the now famous artist, George Forbes, a man whom she 

had once loved, but who had married an older woman with

money. In conversation with Forbes and his artist com

panion, Anne awoke to the fact that these men were not 

idealists, They were merely hucksters of art and humanity. 

Their vulgarity altogether repulsed the sensitive woman, 

Anne's adventure came to an end with a train 

wreck and the coincidental presence of her son, a passen

ger on the train unbeknown to his mother. Her son rescued 

his mother from the wreck and saw her safely home where 

she submitted to the rocking chair and the practical wis

dom of her children. The strange restlessness did on 

occasion return, a condition never understood by Anne's 

attentive children,
i

While carelessly written in part, M r s , Davis' story 

evokes a feeling of sympathy for Anne Palmer, Her struggle 

between ideality and reality, her resentment of the over

done attentions of her children, and her daring adven

ture- -are experiences that make Anne as much a type as
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she is an individual« If the reader can ignore the 

coincidental happenings, a profundity of thought and 

feeling comes through that makes this story stand out 

with respect to her period in literary h i s t o r y „ Her 

psychological approach reflects a growing trend in the 

art of fiction.

Mary E. Wilkins Freeman 
(1852-1930)

M r s . Freeman's study of the problem of orphans 

in American society ("The Gentle Ghost") and her satire 

of the conflicts which arise within church groups 

("A Conflict Ended") were discussed earlier. "An Old 

Arithmetician" is a psychological study of repression.

From all outward appearances Mrs. Torry's grand

daughter Letty was her chief interest in life. Letty 

lived with her grandmother and attended school. This 

uneducated woman had, h o w e v e r , one talent of which she 

was extremely proud. She could solve problems in 

arithmetic that sometimes baffled Mr. Plainfield,

L e t t y 's teacher. When Letty complained that Mr. Plain

field was not as good at ciphering as her grandmother, 

M r s . Torry modestly by-passed such remarks by assuring 

Letty that her special gift for numbers was no reflec

tion on Mr. Plainfield. The extent of Mrs. Torry's
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repression shows up when she ran into trouble with one 

of Mr. Plainfield’s p r o b l e m s . Determined to retain her 

prestige as an arithmetician, she became oblivious to 

time, people, even to Le t t y .

At nightfall of the second day, a loud rap on 

the door by Mr. Plainfield brought M r s . Torry back to 

reality. Mr. Plainfield reported that Letty had gone 

the day before to a nearby town with her friend Lizzie; 

that somehow they had become se p a r a t e d ; and Lizzie had 

returned home without Letty. Mrs. Torry at once 

panicked, not only because her granddaughter was g o n e , but 

also because she thought she was losing her mental 

faculties to allow herself to forget the existence of her 

beloved granddaughter. However, even while Mr. Plain

field went to look for Letty, Mrs. Torry could not put 

down her slate. She was more than embarrassed to have 

to slip her slate under her apron when, four days later, 

Letty arrived home safely. The worst would be for 

Letty to think her grandmother had not even missed her.

The facts were that Mrs. Torry had given Letty permission 

to leave with her girl friend, but had no recollection 

of having done so. With Letty safely tucked in bed, M r s . 

Torry again tackled her ciphering. Working through the 

night and on to the next evening, she finally solved the 

p r o b l e m .
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A modern psychologist would say the grand

mother was actually not interested in Letty, except 

from a standpoint of duty, M r „ Plainfield, the teacher, 

located the missing girl, not from any duty imposed 

upon him, but from a genuine interest and concern for 

her welfare. This story is a step by step psychological 

analysis of Grandmother Torry's repressed e m o t i o n s „

Rose Terry Cooke (1827-1892)

Another study of repression is Mrs, C o o k e ’s 

"Odd Miss Todd," Thematic in this story are the 

emotional needs of w o m e n , Miss Todd was odd because her 

father was odd before her. She was the self-educated 

daughter of a n e ’er-do-well farmer who could have made 

a respectable living on his inherited fa r m , had he 

applied himself to his business. Her mother, years 

younger than her father, had died when Miss Todd was just 

a baby. Upon the death of her father, Miss Todd moved 

to town where she was able to live comfortably on the 

income received fr#m renting the fa r m , Here she was more 

or less accepted by the villagers, principally because of 

her security of in c o m e ,

Miss Todd was able to express her latent maternal 

instincts by befriending an orphan lad of the town whom 

she educated for the ministry. Jonas, the lad, was quick



to perceive that attentions lavished on Miss Todd re

sulted in an easy, irresponsible life for him. He even 

considered the possibility of marrying her so that he 

would not have to work at all. For the first time.

Miss Todd felt a genuine, if delayed, passion. Before 

she realized what was h a p p e n i n g , Miss Todd had fallen 

in love with this young man twenty years her junior,

Jonas got away from the situation by finding a pulpit 

and marrying Nora, an orphaned girl whom Miss Todd had 

also befriended. The experience softened Miss Todd 

toward other w o m e n , but hardened her toward men.

Even though Jonas named his first child after Miss Todd, 

when she died she left her money to the village for the 

establishment of a school for girls.

In dealing with the frustrations of unfulfilled 

emotional needs, of women, M r s . Cooke gives expert 

psychological treatment to Miss Todd. She struggles, 

yet fails to achieve. For the most p a r t , the participants 

in the triangle between Miss Todd and the young couple 

are treated sympathetically. As a child, Jonas had been 

pampered by his invalid mother. Nora was too naive to 

sense the relationship between Jonas and Miss Todd. Miss 

Todd was too caught up:in her newly found emotions to 

avoid the trap she fell into. M r s . Cooke's analysis of



Miss T o d d ’s repression foreshadows naturalism as a 

technique in w r i t i n g «,

Constance Fenimore Woolson 
(1840-1894)

An undeniably naturalistic technique is present 

in Miss Woolson* s "The Front Yard," She examines with 

a cold laboratory approach the drab life of a woman 

trapped by force of circumstances„ It is the story of 

a New England spinster having her first love affair at 

the age of forty-five and her grim determination to make 

the best of a bad bargain.

Prudence Wilkins, alone in Italy after the 

death of a cousin whom she had cared for, fell in love 

with T o n y , a young Italian waiter who represented hi m 

self to be also alone in the world. Prudence's dis- 

allusionment was complete when she became Tony's bride.

He quit his job and took her to live in St, Francis 

where she found herself to be the step-mother of seven 

children. An orphaned nephew and Tony's first wife's 

mother completed the family of eleven which occupied a 

humble cottage in the hills. Within a year, Tony died 

of a fever, leaving Prudence stripped of her savings and 

the sole support of a large family. After sixteen years 

of hard work, extreme economy, and interminable patience.



things were a little easier. Only Nounce, the mentally 

retarded child, Granner (grandmother), and Jo Vanny, 

the yo u n g e s t , remained at h o m e „ The others worked at 

various jobs and Jo Vanny was learning the carpenter’s 

t r a d e „ Despite her allegiance to her step-family. 

P rudence’s dubious role had always been difficult and 

it was a fact that she had always been very much alone„ 

Only Jo Vanny, her favorite, had ever called her 

mother.

Prudence now had only one ambition. It was to 

have an ugly cow-shed removed from the front of the 

house and to make a pretty New England yard in its place. 

Setback after setback, followed as Prudence struggled to 

set aside small sums for the front yard. One after 

another, her lazy, selfish, and disloyal step-family 

played upon her sympathies for what little surplus she 

could accumulate. Neither chicanery nor threat nor theft 

stood in their way when other approaches proved unsuccess 

f u l „ In time, however. Prudence slowly and painfully 

accumulated the needed sum. The last and greatest blow 

was to discover the money box to be empty on the morning 

she had engaged a workman to remove the cow-shed. Only 

Jo Vanny knew where the money was kept. Even he had used 

her like all the rest. This last blow put Prudence to be
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A romantic ending took place when some sight

seeing Americans from New England stumbled upon Pru d e n c e s 

collapsed near the door of her cottage under the weight 

of a sack of p o t a t o e s „ Her new friends provided care 

for Prudence and arranged to have the cow-shed removed 

and a yard built in its place. Prudence lived just 

long enough to see her New England yard completed.

Dealing, with the lower classes. Miss Woo Ison poses 

the unimaginative but genuine and loyal New England char

acter against an indolent, insolent, and improvident Ital

ian t r i b e . The details of the abuse inflicted upon Prudence 

and her unbegrudging sacrifices are worked out with cold 

objectivity. The story brings out Miss Woolson"s favorite 

t h e m e : The strong sacrifices himself for the weak.^l

Henry James (1843-1916)

Henry James, the best known author included in 

this study, has been reserved for the last of this dis

cussion. He is, in fact, a giant of the period and no 

less important to students of artistic form in fiction 

today than he was during his lifetime. F u r t h e r , his 

reputation was already well established by the beginning 

of the period of this study. As every student of liter

ature k n o w s , J a m e s ’ conscious artistry contributed much

6 ^American Authors 1600-1900, 838-839.
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to form in fiction* Because so much has already been said 

about James, for me to place a microscope on his works would 

be to distort the purpose of this study* So it is with this 

limited approach in mind that one of his two short stories 

published by Harper*s in the decade of the eighteen-eighties 

has been singled out for discussion*

Characteristic of James, ’"Louisa Pallant” deals with 

American people in an European setting, Typical of him 

a l s o , the opening sentence of this short story is a model: 

"Never say you know the last word of any human h e a r t „"62 

These words become the theme of the story, although such is 

not apparent until the end*

Louisa Pallant, as a young woman, had forsaken the 

narrator for a "flesh-pot»" As the story opens, they met 

again in Europe when Mrs* Pallant was a widow and her 

daughter Linda was now grown up* The plot evolves round 

Linda and Archie, the nar r a t o r ’s young nephew, who was 

visiting his uncle in Europe* Mrs* Pallant, however, is 

Ja m e s ’ focal point of analysis„ She objected to the 

romance between Linda and Archie * Based on his past expe

rience, the narrator was certain that Mrs* P a l l a n t ’s

62LXXVI (February, 1887), 336.



objections were founded on some ulterior design. Perhaps 

it was M r s , .P a l l a n t 8 s way of cinching a good catch for 

her daughterg or perhaps her mark for Linda was greater 

game than the moderate prize of a young American with 

pocket money.

After being unsuccessful in breaking up the love 

affair between Linda and Archie by indirect m e a n s s M r s „ 

Pallant took matters into her own h a n d s , Evidently she 

told Archie what she later told his uncle and did so in 

such a manner as to make the matter decisive. After her 

talk with Archie, he dropped out of the picture at once, 

and with no explanation, Mrs, Pallant confided to the 

narrator that at this late date she was in no way con

cerned about her former relationship to h i m , Rather 

it was a satisfaction for her own conscience which she 

sought, She had brought Linda up to be hideously worldly 

and Linda had learned her lesson so well that she had 

gone far beyond her mother, Linda would lead Archie on 

until she had won his heart and then discard him like a 

tiresome t o y ; and she would laugh about his broken h e a r t , 

For the sin she had committed then, Louisa Pallant said 

she had- to save Archie from her daughter. About a year 

later the narrator learned that Linda had married a 

wealthy young Englishman^ This news convinced him that



Louisa Pallant was telling the t r u t h „

Here James shows his ability to be a cool and 

accurate observer. He analyzes every character and situ

ation: The attitudes and motives of Louisa Pallant, her

daughter Linda, Archie, and even those of the narrator 

are all placed in their proper perspective, one to 

another. The characters reveal themselves gradually and 

naturally as in real life situations„ Nothing is over

looked in his observation of manners, dress, h i n t s , and 

insinuations, The principals of this story are objects 

of scrutiny, not sympathy.
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Summary

Examination of representative stories within 

loosely defined groupings reveal a number of discernible 

trends in short fiction,,

The love theme shows development from the 

Spofford type sentimental romance with ideal herpes and 

heroines j, to efforts at characterization, to a m a t u r e , 

well plotted form of love st o r y „ exemplified in Miss 

Woolson9 s "A Pink Villa," where real men and women remain 

in character throughout the progress of events„ New 

themes are the American dream of upward mobility and the 

contrasting values of Americans and Eu r o p e a n s „ Localized 

studies of life and people that progress on a slender 

thread of fiction introduce local color to the love 

th e m e „

Local color becomes the basis for an entirely 

different type of short story, one which dispenses with 

the love theme entirely. Reinforced by dialect, local 

color characterizes short stories dealing with social 

problems in the South. Southern writers present a 

sympathetic picture of their own social structure in 

short stories which range from mere incidents to sus

penseful plots wherein each situation arises naturally
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from the one preceding $ and wherein actions and events 

receive realistic treatment* These stories, epitomized 

by Joel Chandler Harris® "Ananias," reveal the attitudes 

and feelings of a whole social structure.

The beginnings of actual social criticism stem 

from another part of the country--New England, Edward 

Bellamy makes such an attempt in his Utopian theme, Mrs, 

Freeman's use of local color and dialect adds to the 

reality of her theme concerning the neglect of orphans 

in American society.

Still depending on local color as a basis for 

examination of social values and attitudes of a region 

are Mrs, Freeman, Mrs, Cooke, Miss Murfree, and Mrs, Davis, 

They employ polite satire as a means of showing the 

dichotomy between precept and practice in Christianity, 

While Mrs, Freeman and Mrs, Cooke deal with their own 

middle class New England neighbors and the hypocrisy that 

exists within the orthodox churches. Miss Murfree and Mrs, 

Davis analyze a mountaineer social group wherein Christian 

forgiveness operates paradoxically within a code of 

violence. Breakdown of interpersonal relations is a b y 

product of misdirected social and religious values, as 

expressed by these authors,

Bellamy’s introduction of extra-sensory perception



to discuss social problems anticipates H. G » Wells' 

(1866-1946) "The Country of the Blind" and his better 

known The War of the Worlds which terrified radio 

listeners in 193 8, An isolated example of an approach 

to a moral theme that is as old as mankind itself is 

Edward Everett Haleys effort to warn mankind of his moral 

responsibilities in connection with exploration of the 

u n i v e r s e „ Bellamy anticipated modern science-fiction in 

his projection into the future of cybernetics„ while Hale 

was less successful in his study of what happens to the 

soul during sleep.

Experimentation with fantasy rests on New England 

superstition and Scotch and Irish legends 9 as handled by 

Brander Matthews and Julian H a wthorne. Hale's political 

satire, however, shows an affinity to Swift's allegory, 

Gulliver's T r a v e l s .

Historical romance was adapted to short fiction
Hby John Esten Cooke who wrote of his own Virginia. Arne lie 

Rives experimented with historical data drawn from both 

seventeenth century England and Biblical history. Her
r

stories occupy an uncertain position in the maturing short 

story. They are close to unbelievable horror tales. The 

fact that Miss Rives wrote after the fashion of John 

Bunyan in "The Story of Arnon" demonstrates language skill
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as a means of lending reality to subject m a t t e r „

Regional studies represent almost a genre of 

their own in short fiction. Both Miss Murfree in her 

Tennessee mountains studies and Miss Jewett in her 

stories of New England life employ local color, dialect, 

character analysis, and descriptions of physical 

surroundings to depict a region,

Mrs, Cooke and M r s , Freeman are also New England 

regionalists like Miss Jewett, They deal more forcibly, 

however, with moral issues and use the modern technique 

of psychological analysis of repressed desires. The same 

is true of M r s , Davis who portrays the frustrations that 

arise from inability to come to terms with reality in 

life, Lizzie Champney goes still a step further in her 

theme on mental health. Present in the stories of Mrs, 

Cooke, M r s , Freeman, Miss Champney, and M r s „ Davis are 

elements of naturalism. Miss Woolson, however, demon

strates great skill in this new approach to writing in 

"The Front Yard," Not in the naturalistic t e chnique, but 

certainly representative of the short story as an art 

form, Henry James shows cool and careful analysis and 

skillful organization in his "Louisa P allant„"

Most of these stories portray middle class people.



although the lower classes are present in some of the 

stories by Southern writers and in the one naturalistic 

short story by Miss Woolson, Upper class subjects fade 

away with the fading happy-ending love themes, For the 

most part these stories are directed to middle class 

audiences, although social themes and regional studies 

signal the attention of the whole nation. In line with 

prevailing middle class values, most of the characters 

are respectable men and women. There is no direct 

treatment of sex problems or evidence of immoral conduct 

Violence is discussed as an actuality in mountain life, 

but no violent scenes take place.

Language usage varies from lush descriptions in 

sentimental romances, to experimentation with Biblical 

phraseology, to accurate reproduction of local dialects. 

Although vulgar language is reported as a reality, it is 

not r e p roduced. Except for dialect as a means of de

picting local color, the general level of,language in th 

stories conforms to restrained and cultivated late nine

teenth century u s a g e . '

Local color, language and dialect, blending of 

atmosphere with subject matter, plot construction, both 

romantic and realistic treatment of subject matter, and 

naturalism--all these enter into the development of the



short stories in this study. These kinds of treatment 

applied to subject matter ranging from the romantic past 

to contemporary life, to the imaginary future show trend 

in short fiction in the eighteen-eighties toward the 

mature art form that came into being at the turn of the 

century.



CHAPTER III

CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY

The stated purpose of this study was to establish 

trends of short fiction in America, as represented in 

Harper's New Monthly Magazine between 1880 and 1890* As 

indicated by these trends, the short story constantly 

developed in theme and form, so that by the turn of the 

century it matured as an art form in American literature. 

This development^ (as related to this study) resulted from 

reciprocating influences between Harper's M a g a z i n e , the 

temper of American society, and the writers themselves,

A recapitulation of trends and influences will make clear 

the various factors that entered into the maturity of the 

short story as an art form.

Recapitulation of Trends 
a:nd Influences

From abduct the middle of the nineteenth century 

short fiction, as developed through literary magazines, 

grew constantly in popularity. By the turn of the century 

colleges and correspondence schools offered for the first 

time courses in the art of short fiction, and whole

100
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magazines were devoted to short stories„

Contributing to this development were efficient 

methods of publication and distribution of a magazine 

such as Harper* s , particularly adapted for family reading 

and discussion. Creative writers had a ready outlet for 

their production. Further, encouragement given to the 

authors by the magazines to write about the American 

scene stimulated them to reproduce American life. In 

addition, public acceptance of the disciplines of de

scriptive sciences resulted in an increasing demand for 

definite and localized treatment that showed a real re

lationship to human life.

If continued popularity and increased recognition 

as an art form was accompanied by a demand for more order, 

more reality, more actual relationship to human life, what 

manifestations of these demands are evident in the short 

stories discussed in Chapter Two? How do these manifesta

tions relate to the temper of American society? What influ

ence did Harper*s Magazine have on the type and quality of 

short stories accepted for publication?

Publication in Ha r p e r ’s represented an achievement 

by aspiring authors. Wide circulation, maturity as a 

literary periodical, high competitive position, illustrious 

editors, a preference for American authors of short fiction.



and pure literary content provided a rewarding mar k e t 

place for creative writers. Editorial taster-making 

policies and the Magazine *s reflex limitations as a 

social force placed upon the writers the responsibility 

of interpreting the American scene in terms of con

trasting v a l u e s a and in a manner that would make their 

work acceptable for publication. On the one hand* the 

rising middle class, to whom Harper's Magazine was 

principally directed, subscribed to the "Genteel Tradition 

On the other, social facts could neither be denied nor 

ignored. Further, interpretation of the American scene 

meant imparting knowledge. Knowledge of geographical 

localities; knowledge of people; knowledge of the past, 

present, and future; knowledge interpreted in an orderly, 

realistic manner filled a need in American society.

Realism as a litetary form was a method of imparting 

knowledge. It constantly gained the attention of more 

and more readers. With one segment of society clinging 

to the lofty principles of the past and another seeking 

to replace the declining romantic ideals by actualities 

of human experience, various forms of expression reflected 

diverse interpretations.
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Expressions of Interpretations

Sentimental Love Themes

The lofty principles of the fading romantic past, 

as dictated by the "Genteel Tradition," are vaguely ex

pressed in the sentimental love stories where respectable 

men and women carry on respectable love affairs and live 

happily ever after. The fact that the subjects of these 

love themes were refined people of means had a direct 

appeal to the rising middle class.

Local Color Stories 
with Happy Endings

Local color stories with happy endings were in a 

sense a synthesis of social needs and romantic ideals. 

Southern writers approached their own social problems with 

this kind of thinking. Reproductions of speech patterns, 

blending of atmosphere with subject m a t t e r , careful plot 

construction, and character analysis gave realistic 

treatment to local color stories that presented a sympa

thetic picture of a dislocated social structure. Joel 

Chandler Harris eclipsed his Southern contemporaries in 

this kind of short fiction.

With equal skill, Mary Noailles Murfree sympa

thetically interpreted the paradoxical code of people
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living in the Tennessee mou n t a i n s , Dialect $ objective 

character analysis, penetration of the human heart, and 

satisfactory conclusions based on Christian forgive

ness were extremely timely when Christianity was being 

challenged by the implications of Darwinian science.

Readers could at once identify their own ideals with the 

higher values of mountaineer society and at the same time 

learn of a social system wherein violence represented 

the baser instincts of man.

On a completely different plane, some of the New 

England regional stories indicate a similar approach.

Sarah Orne Jewett appealed to the national imagination 

through concrete representation of locality, depiction of 

the odd, the eccentric, and the old. Realistic details of 

a decadent New England society also appear in the stories 

of Mary E . Wilkins Freeman and Rose Terry C o o k e . Dialect, 

characterization, plot construction, and blending of 

atmosphere in local color stories with happy endings 

appealed to genteel readers. At the same time they in

formed American people of a decaying segment of American 

society.

Criticisms of a 
Mechanistic Society

Faint beginnings of social criticism, a subject 
openly discussed by Hamlin Garland and Joseph Kirkland in
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their stories of the agrarian West (not published by 

H a r p e r 8 s ), appear in M r s „ F r e e m a n 8 s subtle story about a 

mistreated orphan. Here again, a happy ending was com

patible to romantic ideals, The same treatment was 

given to moral issues. Harper's Magazine stood in a mi d 

way religious position between the dogma of orthodox 

Christianity and the new Scientific approach that p r e 

cluded absolute judgments oh moral p r o b l e m s , This position 

signalled the writers to soft-pedal any attack on moral 

issues. Light satire against the lip-service paid to 

Christianity was about as far as Mrs, Freeman, Mrs, Cooke, 

Miss Murfree, and Mrs, Davis could go. The invariable 

satisfactory conclusions of their stories represented a 

compromise between facts and ideals.

Appeal to the Imagination

Historical romance adapted to short fiction p r e 

sented no problems to writers of this type of story. The 

past can always be viewed with an objectivity not possible 

for the p r e s e n t , John Esten Cooke could idealize Virginia's 

past and Amelie Rives could experiment with the horror tale 

by dipping into the historical past for subject matter 

with no offense to cultivated rea d e r s „

The same is true with writers of fantasy and p r e 

cursors of science-fiction. The first dealt with super
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natural themes which seem to enjoy a sustaining po p u 

larity 0 The latter appealed to the imagination by p r o 

jecting scientific developments into the f u t u r e „ E x 

perimentation in science-fiction was a new form expressly 

linked to a scientific a g e „

Fantasy in the hands of Edward Everett Hale 

dispensed with the supernatural theme* Political satire, 

veiled in fantasy, was an inoffensive way of informing 

the p u b l i c „ Had this story, "A New Arabian Night," been 

written in essay form about political corruption in 

Washington, it is safe to speculate that it would never 

have reached the pages of Harper's M a g a z i n e *

Modern Psychology

New forms that kept pace with modern psychology, 

or even ahead of it, crept into Harper's in the latter 

part of the eighteen-eighties* Elizabeth C h a m p n e y 's 

study of mental illness ("Professor Sarcophagus") appeared 

in 1885, the same year that Mrs* Freeman's study of re

pression ("An Old Arithmetician") was p u b l i s h e d „ One of 

the best studies of repression is Rose Terry Cooke's 

"Odd Miss Todd," published in 1882* The fact that M r s „ 

Cooke had nearly forty years of writing experience and 

reputation behind her by the eighteen-eighties suggests 

that a story by an author whose output for A generation had
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been consumed by the more sophisticated Atlantic was 

a prize for H a r p e r 1s , regardless of Miss T o d d ’s u n 

happy and unsuccessful struggle for fulfillment.

Naturalism

Naturalism as an infant form in fiction appears 

most pointedly in Miss Wo o l s o n ’s "The Front Yard."

There is no gentility here, no idealism, simply a cold 

analysis of lower class Italians and the disillusionment 

of a New England spinster who suffers hardship and 

heartbreak in mute silence. The unbelievable ending 

seems to be an afterthought on the part of the writer, 

one prompted by the "Genteel Tradition."

Restrained Language and Gentility

Presentation of the national scene meant that 

more and more middle class people became the subjects of 

stories directed to middle class rea d e r s . As the ideal 

hero and heroine faded, so did the upper classes as 

subjects of discussion. Glimpses of lower classes were 

sufficient in number, however, to anticipate them as 

subjects for naturalistic treatment in the foreseeable 

f u t u r e .

63pat t e e , Cambridge, 373
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Restrained and genteel language* except for 

deliberate reproduction of speech patterns * conformed 

to the ideals of the rising middle class„ So did the 

absence of vulgarity and scenes of violence. Joel 

Chandler Harris * Mary Noailles Murfree* and Rebecca 

Harding Davis reported the use of vulgar language but 

did not reproduce it. Miss Murfree and M r s . Davis dis

cussed violence as an actuality but did not portray any 

violent scenes.

Increasingly Realistic 
Treatment

Evidence of Harper* s as a taste-making magazine 

and its limitations as a social force can be seen by 

glancing at some of the dates of publication of these 

short s t o r i e s . M r s . Spofford's lush romances clutter 

H a r p e r 's pages up until 1886* but do not appear there

after. She was fifty-one years of age in 1886. Since she 

lived to a ripe old age* it is not likely that she had re

tired from writing at the time her stories ceased to 

appear in H a r p e r rs .

64 See Appendix A for the dates of stories dis
cussed in this s t u d y .
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Although Lucy C „ Lillie and Richard Malcom 

Johnston's trivial romances continue to appear in the 

late eighteen-eightiesj, five but of the six stories 

discussed in Chapter Two under the heading of Modern 

Psychology appear after 1885. (The exception is Rose 

Terry Cooke's "Odd Miss Todd.") Constance Fenimore 

Woolson's "A Pink Villa*" a mature form of love story* 

appeared in 1888* as did Henry James' "Louisa Pallant."

Miss Woolson's "The Front Yard*" grim and cold in 

treatment* also appeared in 1888. Rebecca Harding 

D a v i s ’ psychological study in "Anne" appeared in 1889.

The ideal hero and heroine did not altogether fade from 

the scene. Instead* new themes* new treatment* and new 

forms marched side by side with slender romances to the 

end of the decade.

Presentation of the national scene through 

local color stories characterized by increasingly careful 

delineation of character* close attention to details* 

skillful plotting* and the veiling of controversial 

issues with an aura of romanticism wasrone way of synthe

sizing contrasting values in American society. It was 

also a way to come to terms with the market place* in this 

instance* Harper's editorial policies* as defined by the 

"Genteel Tradition."
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Summary of Trends of Short Fiction

Grafted to the loosely written romance with 

ideal heroes and heroines s the short story, as developed 

through the literary magazines in America, and as 

illustrated in Harper * s in the decade of the eighteen- 

eighties , branched out in several specific dir e c t i o n s „

The love theme reached maturity in the hands of 

Constance Fenimore Woolson in "A Pink Villa,” wherein 

the characters remain true to their respective backgrounds 

and personalities throughout the story, Henry James' 

"Louisa Pallant” exemplifies the art form of a love 

story by his psychological analysis of characters and 

skillful plotting.

The local color story, attached to the trivial 

romance by Richard Malcom Johnston, moved into a study of 

society, a realistiy portrayal of human life that did 

not depend on love for a subject of discussion. Happy 

end i n g s , however, retained some of the romantic flavor 

of the past. Realism in local color stories penetrated 

human motives and drives to become psychological studies 

of people. Historical romance and fantasy were revivals 

of old forms while science=fiction and modern psychology 

expressed a scientific a g e ,
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H a r p e r 11 s Mew Monthly M a g a z i n e , in the eighteen- 

eighties , stimulated American authors to write short 

fiction by providing a competitive outlet for creative 

abilitieso By astute interpretation of the American 

scene, by experimentation, and by practice, writers, 

even with one eye on the till, produced a variety of 

new forms and themes which reflect the short story 

moving toward a mature art form. In the final analysis, 

the taste-making policies of the Magazine could not deny 

realism as an expression of democracy. Taken together, 

the best of short fiction in Harper* s between 1880 and 

1890 becomes a composite of the mature, impressionistic 

short story that was recognized 'as an art form by the 

turn of the century--no less popular today than it was 

then.
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APPENDIX A

List of Authors and Their Short Stories 
Appearing in "Harper's New Monthly 
"Magazine": 1880-1890, Included 

in This Study

Bellamy* Edward

"To Whom This May Come," LXXVIII (Feb., 1889),
45 8-466 .
"With the Eyes Shut," LXXIX (Oct., 1889),
736-745.,

Ch a m p n e y , Elizabeth (Lizzie) W.

"Salgama Condita." LX (May, 1880), 878-886. 
"Professor Sarcophagus." LXX (Feb., 1885), 366-370.

C o o k e , John Esten

"Grace Sherwood. The One Virginia Witch." LXIX 
(June, 1884), 99-102.

C o o k e , Rose Terry

"Miss Beulah's Bonnet." LX (Mar., 1880), 570-579. 
"Odd Miss Todd." LXV (Oct., 1882), 701-711. 
"Hopson's Choice." LXIX (Sept., 1884), 60 7-616.

Davis, Rebecca Harding

"A Silhouette." LXVII (Sept., 1883), 622-631. 
"Anne." LXXVIII (Apr., .1889), 744-750.

Freeman, Mary E. Wilkins

"An Old Arithmetician." LXXI (Sept., 1885),
611-615.
"A Conflict Ended." LXXII (Feb., 1886), 470-476. ' 
"A Gentle Ghost." LXXIX (Aug., 1889) , 366-373.
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Hale, Edward Everett

"Hands Off." LXII (Mar., 1 8 8 1 ) s 582-588.
"Colonel Ingram’s Journey." LXVIII (Dec., 1883), 
143-149.
"A New Arabian Night." LXXVIII (Mar., 1889), 
619-625.

Harris, Joel Chandler

"Ananias." LXXVI (Apr., 1888), 699-708.

Hawthorne, Julian

"Ken's Mystery." LXVII (Nov., 1883), 925-935.
"'When Half-Gods Go, the Gods Arrive.'" LXXI 
(Sept., 1885), 566-576.

James, Henry

"Louisa Pallant." LXXVI (Jan., 1887), 336-355.

Jewett, Sarah Orne

"Farmer Finch." LXX (Jan., 1885), 198-211.
^TheiTaking of Captain Ball." LXXX (Dec., 1889),

Johnson, Virginia W.

"The Man Who Came Home." LXIII (Nov., 1881), 
919-927.

Johnston, Richard Malcom

"The Unexpected Parting of the Beazley Twins."
LXII (May, 1881), 879-888.
"The Stubblefield Contingents." LXXIV (Apr., 1887), 
727-738.
"The Rivalries of Mr. Toby Gillam." LXXIV 
(Mar., 1887), 537-552.

King, Grace

"Bayou L 'Ombre." LXXV (July, 1887), 266-283. 

Lathrop, George Parsons

"Bad Peppers." LXI (Oct., 1880), 767-7 76.
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Lilliep Lucy C „

"De Barbadoesa"s Little Hou%.V LXXIII 
(Aug., 1886), 364-374.

11 At Byrams." LXXVII (Sept., 1888), 529-550. ^
" ’Parthenia.«" LXXIX (Nov., 1889), 857-866.

Magill, Mary Tucker

"A Georgian at the Opera." LXXI (June, 1885), 
135-139.
"Sis." LXXII (Jan., 1886), 257-263.

Matthews, Brander

"The Rival Ghosts." LXVIII (May, 1884), 905-913.

Murfree, Mary Noailles (Charles Egbert Craddock)

"•Way Down in Lonesome Cove." LXXII (Dec., 1885), 
128-146.
"His ‘Day in C o u r t . 6" LXXVI (Dec., 1887), 56-81.

Page, Thomas Nelson

"Ole •Stracted." LXXIII (Oct., 1886), 696-703.

Pember, Phoebe Yates

"Mr. Witherton's Romance." LX (Apr., 1880),
731-737.

Rives, Amelie

"Nurse Crumpet Tells the Story." LXXV (Sept.,
1887), 620-633.
"The Story of Arnon." LXXV (Oct., 1887), 853-867.

Spofford, Harriet Prescott

"The Drift-Wood Fire." LXI (Nov., 1880), 888-893. 
"By the Winter's Moon." LXIV (Feb., 1882), 392-396, 
"Mrs. Claxton* s Skeleton." LXVI (Mar., 1883, 
571-586.

Woolson, Constance Fenimore
"A Pink Villa." LXXVII (Nov., 1888), 837-856.
"The Front Yard." LXXVIII (Dec., 1888), ,119-138.
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Volume

XXXII

LX

LXI

LXII

LXI 11

LXI V

APPENDIX B

LIST iOF H A R P E R « S. MAGAZINES
USED IN THIS STUDY

Date Pages Volume Date Pages
D e c , , 186 5 1-31

Dec o „ 
J a n 0 j, 
Feb o, 
M a r 0 a 
Apr., 
May,

1879
1880 
1880 
1880 
1880 
1880

3-150
151-308
309-464
465-627
628-790
791-941

LXV J u n e , 
July, 
Aug ., 
Sept., 
Oct., 
N o v . ,

1882
1882
1882
1882
1882
1882

3-149
150-311
312-471
472-635
636-799
800-962

J u n e , 
July, 
A u g . , 
Sept., 
Oct. , 
Nov. ,

1880 
1880 
1880 
1880 

: 1880 
1880

3-147
149-330
331-475
476-636
637-793
794-951

LXVI Dec. ,
J a n . ,
Feb.,
Mar.,
Apr.,.
May,

1882
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883

. 3-154 
155-307 
308-473 
474-633 
634-795 
796-957

Dec., 
J a n ., 
F e b . , 
M a r . , 
A p r . , 
May,- ,

1880
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881

1-147
148-309
310-470
471-630
631-791
792-949

LXVII J u n e , 
July, 
A u g ., 
Sept., 
O c t . , 
Nov. ,

1883
1883
1883
1883
1883
1883

3-147
148-309
310-472
473-636
637-794
795-960

J u n e , 
July, 
A u g . , 
Sept., 
O c t ., 
Nov. ,

1881
1881
1881
1881
1881
1881

3-148
149-309
310-468
469-629
630-790
791-949

LXVIII Dec., 
Jan., 
F e b . , 
M a r ., 
Apr. , 
May,

1883
1884 
1884 
1884 
1884 
1884

3-154
155-316
317-490
491-642
643-807
808-971

Dec., 
J a n . , 
F e b . , 
M a r . , 
A p r . , 
May,

1881 
18 82 
1882 
1882 
1882 
1882

3-148
149-312
313-470
471-630
631-790
791-952

LXIX J u n e , 
July, 
A u g . , 
Sept., 
Oct., 
Nov „ ,

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

3-152
153-311
312-474
475-633
634-797
798-964
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Volume Date Pages Volume Date Pages
LXX D e c ., 1884 3-168 LXXV J u n e , 1887 3-162

Jan., 1885 169-32 2 July, 1887 164-324
Feb., 1885 323-488 • A u g ., 1887 327-486
Mar., 18 85 489-649 Sept. , 1887 489-648
A p r . , 1885 650-811 O c t . , 1887 651-809
May, 1885 812 r 9 7 2 N o v ., 1887 813-971

LXXI J u n e , 1885 3-152 LXXVI Dec., 1887 3-164
July, 1885 153-313 J a n . , 1888 167-326
A u g . , 1885 314-477 Feb., 1888 329-488
Sept., 18 85 478-638 Mar. , 1888 491-650
O c t . , 18 85 639-802 A p r . , 1888 653-811
N o v . , 1885 803-962 May, 1888 815-974

LXXII D e c . , 1885 3-165 LXVII J u n e , 1888 1-162
J a n . , 1886 166-326 July, 1888 163-324
Feb., 1886 3 2 7-487 Aug . , 1888 325-486
Mar. , 1886 488-651 S e p t ., 1888 487-648
Apr. , 1886 652-812 O c t ., 1888 649-810
May, 1886 813-976 Nov., 1888 811-972

LXXIII J u n e , 1886 3-162 LXXVIII Dec., 1888 1-166
July, 1886 165-324 J a n . , 1889 167-328
A u g . , 1886 326-486 F e b . , 1889 329-497
Se p t ., 1886 487-648 Mar., 1889 498-668
O c t . , 1886 651-810 A p r . , 18 89 669-830
Nov. , 1886 813-972 May, 1889 831-992

LXXIV D e c . , 1886 3-168 LXXIX J u n e , 18 89 1-162
J a n . , 1887 171-329 July, 1889 163-324
Feb., 1887 333-489 A u g . , 1889 325-486
Mar., 1887 491-656 Sept., 1889 487-648
A p r . , 188 7 659-834 Oct „, 1889 649-810
May, 1987 837-996 Nov. , 1889 811-972

LXXX Dec., 1889 1-165

LXXXIV Apr., 1892 802-806

C May, 1900 947-962

GCI Oct., 1950 1, 8-36
60-73 

9 7-160
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